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Up in smoke
Drug convictions cost students their federal aid
BY ALLISON RAKES
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photo illusmuon by AMY VKnRSOWphoto editor
The Higher Education Act it up for r ©authorization this year by Congrats. Part of the act
atatet that students convicted of drug crimes will lose their federal tuition aid.

Senate
supports
reading
holiday

A controversial provision
added to the Higher Education
Act in 1998, which blocks federal
aid to students convicted of drug
UMj is up for reauthorization this
year by Congress.
Mark Souder, R-lnd., wrote
the provision to "deter students
from using and selling drugs,"
but critics like Tom Angell, campaigns director of Students for
Sensible Drug Policy, said this
provision would be punishing
students with drug convictions
twice for the same crime.
"Drug crimes are the only
infractions that students lose aid
for — murderers and rapists are
still eligible," he said.
The Higher Education Act was
established in 1965 by President
Lyndon Johnson to make higher
education more affordable and
accessible to middle-income
Americans.
"The act does the opposite

and actually makes higher education less accessible," Angell said.
"Over the past seven years, more
than 175,000 students have lost
their financial aid because of the
HEA Drug Provision."
Sue Thau, a public policy
consultant to Community AntiDrug Coalition of America
strongly supports the bill.
In a 2004 interview, she told
The Chicago Tnbune "By the
time you're in college, you're
old enough to know that your
actions have consequences."
On the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid, students
are asked if they have ever
been convicted of "possessing
or selling illegal drugs." With
no exception, they are blocked
eligibility for aid for a certain
amount of time if it is revealed
they have been convicted of a
drug-related crime.
If a student has been convicted
of a drug-related offence, on their
first offense their ineligibility
period for aid is one year.

The second offense causes an
ineligibility period of two years.
A third offense causes the penod
to be indefinite. The sale of a
controlled substance on a first
offense is two years ineligibility
and a second offense is indefinite.
Angell believes the current
provision is ineffective. First, he
points out that college graduates bring more money into the
nation's economy. According to
the U.S. Census Bureau, college
graduates earn 62 percent more
each vear and $1 million more
over lifetimes than people with
only high-school diplomas. Also,
college graduates pay twice as
much federal income tax than
high-school graduates.
Second, in a study conducted
by the Government Accountability
Office, it concludes that the provision is ineffective in deterring drug
use. The study also found that college education leads to "decreases
in crime." Angell believes the
see AID, page 5

Helping 'Invisible Children'
Documentary hopes to raise awareness off the human rights violations in northern
Uganda, where children are being abducted and trained as soldiers

by Maria Nasal
SCA reporter
Tuesday, the student senate
passed a bill of resolution to inform
the administration that the student
body supports the idea of having a
reading day before final exams.
"Reading Day is a free day
for students to prepare for final
exams, which will allow students
to remove some of the stress associated with finals week." said senior
senator Lucy Hutchmson.
Reading days have been scheduled into the academic calendar in
the past however, they were taken
out a few years ago. Currently, they
are in the tentative schedule for the
next school year.
The bill was submitted by senators Hutchinson, )uniorCory Winter
and sophomore Sara Lunsford.
"It is something students have
been talking about over the past
year," said Hutchinson "Since the
administration is already thinking
about it and the student opinion is
we would like to see them pass it, it
would be very beneficial. We urge
administration to pass it."
There was a small amount

EVAN DYSON/irnuw phaagiaphtr
(above) Freshmen Katie Perry. Whitney Fomarls and Summer Ryan-Dunham sign letter* and address
envelopes to Virginia senators to help children In Uganda after watching "Invisible Children" (lower left)
In Grafton Stovall Theatre Monday night.

see SGA, page 5
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JMU teaching to aid JMUbilee, round two
Program offers chance for students to
help lower-income children
BY Jill YAWORSKI
STATF WtlUK

ANDRKW BOROOt VST'cnmUwuif /A*.rV>"
Kate Williams works on a homecoming banner
at the clubhouse In Taylor Tuesday afternoon.
Winning banners will be selected Monday.

Teach for America is a national
non-profit organization that searches for college graduates to teach in
urban and rural schools in order to
bridge the achievement gap that
exists between higher and lower
income areas in the country.
Seniors
Lauren
Harmata
and Cory Suter are [Mil's Teach
for America campus campaign
managers. This is the first year
Teach For America is bringing
recruitment strategies to JMU, and
Harmata and Suter are excited
about the possible results.
According to Harmata, three
JMU students were accepted in the
20116 Teach for America corps last
year. Through presentations and
speeches (rom JMU alumni who
were part of the corps, the campus
.ampaign managers hope to have
at least 10 IML students accepted to
teach in the organization this year
"We have amazing leaders at
JMU," Harmata said, "leach for
America would be a life-changing

expenence for them and give them
a worthwhile outlet to use their
leadership skill*.."
Harmata became a liaison
between JMU and Teach For
Amenca because she wanted to
learn more about the problem of
education inequality
Suter. on the other hand, obtained
his passion for the organization
from his own past. Growing up in a
lower-class family, Suter credits his
academic success to having great
teachers.
"I'm horrified that manv
children are stuck in a rut of
poverty," Suter said. "Teach for
Amenca has a noble vision to
help poor children have the same
opportunities as children born to
middle and upper-class parents.''
However, Teach for America is
extremely competitive, Harmata
s.iid Seniors must apply online and
then only KMM are choatn for inperson interviews. Candidates that
are a good fit for the corps are then
plated at an urban or rural school
see TEACH pane 5
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Plans for the
second
JMUbilee, a carnival intended
for community members and
students to mingle, are currently underway to make the event
bigger and better this spring.
JMUbilee is a festivallike event created to bring the
Harnsonburg community and
the JMU campus closer together Tom Culhgan ('05), former
student body president and cofounder of JMUbilee. said it is a
way to introduce dialogue and
understanding between students
and community members
"JMUbilee seeks to bnng
everyone together to an oncampus, family-friendly festival for a day of collaboration,
celebration and fun," Culligan
said. "We want to make this
event an opportunity for campus and community organizations to learn about each other.
We also really want to welcome
the Harnsonburg community
to the JMU campus, as thev
often don't feel welcome here,
and give something back to the
community that hosts |\lt

Culligan
and
Corey
Schwartz, the current chief
event coordinator, founded
JMUbilee last year with the
hope of creating a unifying and
fun JMU convention.
"I want this event to become
a tradition at JMU. as well as
become a possible club or organization a couple years down
the road," Schwartz said.
While an event of this scale
usually requires a full year of
preparation, the core planning
for JMUbilee last year took
place in approximately five
weeks. Nevertheless, it proved
to be a success, hosting about 25
groups of diverse student and
community organizations.
"We got a late start last year,
had very little time to plan and
absolutely no budget," Drew
Richard, vice president of event
coordination, said. "We were
working completely off of
donations, so it was impressive
to see a group of about a dozen
people pull off an event that
large in little over a month."
Planning for JMUbilee has
gotten an earlier start this year
see JMV, page 5
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Property damage

Underage possession of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with underage possession
ol alcohol at Hillside Hall Od 15 at 1:29 a.m.

Property damage, larceny
A non-student reported a window broken out of a vehicle
and a stolen purse in the arboretum Oct 14 between 4
p m and 5 p.m
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Property damage, theft
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■ How to place • classified Go to www.
ttvDiwa.otg and dick on the classified
link or come into the office weekdays
between 8 am and 5pm
■ Cost $5 00 for the first 10 words S3 for
each additional 10 words; boxed classified.
$10 pet column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue,
noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
■ Claeaifieds must be pa*d in advance m
The Breeze office

A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public,
underage possession of alcohol and destruction of property in the P Lot Oct 16 at 2 am

A JMU student was charged with drunkenness and underage possession ot alcohol on the Ikenberry Service
Drive Oct 14 at 10:30 pm.

Alcohol violation

A non-student was charged with driving under the influence on South Main Street at Grattan Street Oct. 16 at
2 37 a.m.
MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James
Madison University serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and
local community. 7Tie Breeze strives to be impartial
and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights.

th

Every Sat. • Live Jazz
Texa* Hold'em Tuesday.*

95 South Main St.

_No"Buy-in Necessary

Harrisonburg, VA 72801
25c Wingj Every Monday 8. Tuesday
Lunch buffet Mon-Fri nom fo 2pm

Open 11am - 2am

A JMU student was charged with an alcohol violation in
Shorts Hall Oct. 16 at 4:23 a.m.

Drug violation
A JMU student was charged with a drug violation in
Wayland Hall Oct. 14 at 10:36 p.m.
Number ot parking tickets since Aug. 29: 5,578
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 29: 32

Corrections
In the Oct. 17 issue of The Breeze, the article
"JMU teaches future animators" should have
identified Professor Peter Ratner as a full-time
professor, not a part-lime prolessor. Also, the
animation program has been in existence since
1993. not 1997.
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Greg Ward Project - Thursday, 20
PPf tpt^ ^ Every Weds. - Open Mic Night

540-442-9923

Drunk In public, underage possession
of alcohol, destruction of property

Drunkenness, underage possession of
alcohol
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Larceny

A JMU student reported the theft of a mountain bike from
a bike rack in front of Rockingham Hall between Oct. 14
at 1 p.m and Oct. 16 at 2 am

In October ...
IkW.

A JMU student was charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Hanson Field Oct. 16 at 1:36 a.m.

Possession of marijuana, underage possession of alcohol

A non-student was charged with driving under the inlluence
on Buestone Dnve Oct. 15 at 1 17 am.

CLASSIFIEDS

A JMU student was charged with underage possession
of alcohol at Spotswood Hall Oct. 15 at 8:11 p.m.

JMU students reported the theft of a bed sheet, Homecoming banner and a 10-by- lOfootblueplastictarp from
Ashby Hall Oct.15 between 1 a.m. and 4 a.m.

Driving under the influence

James McHone Jewelry is holding
The Best D11"1) P-WtblU P«IB Costume Contest

Winners will receive

$■00 CASH Bach.

($5.99 all you can eat - S1 OFF w/ student ID)

7 days a week

20, 2005

7h» Br—n it pubtiehed Monday and Thur»d»y
roomings and distnbuted throughout Jam«s
Madison University and the local Harrisonburg
community Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Nathan ChianteUa. editor

A non-student was charged with underage possession
of alcohol at Eagle Hall Oct. 15 at 2:20 am

A JMU student reported the theft ot tour white tire
covers on a vehicle and damage to clips that hold the
covers in place in the H3 Lot between Oct. 14 and
Oct 16

A JMU student was charged with possession ol maniuana
and underage possession ot alcohol in Eagle Hall Oct. 14
at 1008 pm.

THURSDAY, OCT.

Contact Us

A JMU student repotted S150 worth ol damage to the
passenger-side mirror ot a vehicle at Rockingham Hall
Oct 16 between 1 30 a m and 2 a.m.
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POLICE LOG BY Khi.LY FiSHhtUsenior writer

The Breeze
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THE BREEZE

Duff hour Mon-Fri 6:}o to 7:30

The Virginia Film Festival Presents

USTiCE

Over 100 speakers including:
Vanessa Redgrave, John Grisham, Haro
Ramis, Sissy Spacek, Kathy Baker, Jon
Langford and many more...

Over 60 films including:
. Courtroom Classics: Featuring Anatomy of a Murder, Inherit the
Wind, Dirty Harry and To Kill a Mockingbird
• Reel Life Justice: Documentaries including The Innocent, The
Untold Story of Emmet Till and Winter Soldier
• You Be the Judge: BRAND NEW Virginia Film Festival Jury and
Audience Award
• Sneak Peeks: U.S. and regional premieres including Nine Lives,
The Fever, The Matador, The Ice Harvest, Manderlay and more.

All this plus live music, art exhibits, free panels
and gala parties!
Visit www.vafilm.com to order tickets today. Phone and in person sales
begin October 17th. For more information, please call 1 800 UVA FEST

October 29th 3:15 p.m. @ James McHone Jewelry

CAMPUS

Rachana Dixit. Editor
Drew Lcpp. Editor
bretzenewsQhotmail j:om
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'Railroad'
forges
ahead

School of
music hopes
to expand

06ATVe>»°

Group confronts
major issues
in the media

■v AMANDA WILSON
COfVTRJBt/nNC wnrrER

■Y SHARON SCHIFF
SENIOR wmtR

A large yellow banner on the
commons Tuesday afternoon read,
"Complacency equals death of the
mind." a message the JMU movement of the Neo-Underground
Railroad Conductors want to draw
attention to.
NURC is a movement started
at JMU last year and has branched
out to campuses across the nation to
make college students aware of societal issues that affect the human race
as a whole. Some of the social problems the movement addresses are
racism, sexism, negative stereotypes
in the media and inequality.
Student body president Wesli
Spencer, founding member of NURC,
said, "Let's not be complacent about
social issues because we are going
to be the leaders of this country one
day. It starts with college people."
"We are not satisfied with the status quo, we are action oriented and
want to stand up and do something
about injustice," Spencer added. "We
want to hear what people think."
While
members
alternated
holding up the bright yellow sign.
Spencer invited students passing
through the commons to question
the statement. He asked sopnomore
psychology major Yasmin Ebnereza,
"What do you think about that?" as
he pointed to the banner.
In response to the words on the
sign, Ebnereza said, "It can happen
Ideath of the mind) if it lasts too
long. If you stay in the state forever,
you'll become numb."
Junior Kayin Jeffers, one of the
founding members of NURC, said
the demonstration on Tuesday was
designed to draw attention and
spread awareness about issues that
do not necessarily get brought forth
in everyday interactions.
"We want to open up dialogue
(or people who want to do something about this and let them know
NURC is an outlet," Jeffers said "We
are trying to break down barriers
so we can work together to get rid
of beliefs based on falsehood, that's
the foundation of everything we are
encountering."
Jeffers said the movement hopes
to provoke change. "We need to
change our beliefs about ourselves
and about others. We need to change
the way to see each other. We need
to starting seeing each other as

AARON SOBEUcoWTbulmg photographer
Student body president Weall Spencer, founding member of NURC, stands on the commons as part of a
demonstration. NURC Is In tts second year at JMU.

equals."
Senior Randy Smith, also a
member of the NURC movement
at JMU, said the group hopes to
make students more comfortable
confronting societal problems.
"If this is a place of higher
learning, then we should strive
for the freedom of conscious-

ness, to think through things
analytically and constructively,"
Smith said.
NURC is also trying to create
awareness outside of the JMU
community. Spencer said the
group of students involved with
NURC plan to visit local high
schools and middle schools ask-

TOP DOG: FLIGHT OF THE CHAMPIONS
WHO: Students, faculty,
staff and alumni
WHAT:Homecoming2005

A*'

X

WHEN: Oct. 24-29
WHERE: JMU
WHY: To show your
JMU pride
Monday, clubs and organization will compete in a contest to design the best banner
in the Banner Contest. On
Wednesday at 5 p.m., the traditional Sunset on the Quad
will be carried out and will
feature the performances of
various dance and acappella
groups.
Thursday, on Commons
Day, 11-2 p.m. on The Commons JMU clubs and organizations will sponsor a carnival-like event that will feature
Homecoming's first over eating contest. Also, the Talent
Jam at 5.m., will allow people
to showcase their skills. Each
year, entries range from singing to juggling. Friday at 5
p.m., the parade will take
place down Duke and Bluestone drives. The parade will
be immediately be followed
by the pep rally On Saturday, the football game, JMU
v. Richmond will be played.

Ph.D. program
may be added
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New laws impede jobs
for international students
■Y HYUNJIN KIM
DAILY TIXAS

2■
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ing those students how they
feel about stereotypes and
other societal issues.
"Sure, we've made some
great leaps as a society, but
it doesn't mean everything is
fixed," Spencer added. "We
need to progress and find out
what's out there."

The school of music is awaiting final
approval by the State Council of Higher
Education for a new Doctorate of Music Arts
program to be implemented in 2007.
The director of the school of music, Jeffrey
Showell, is confident that there is high demand
for this specialized program, "hirst, it is the
only program in Virginia, and secondly, it is
the only joint Masters/Doctorate of Musical
Arts program in the country, at least to my
knowledge."
Currently the school of music offers bachelor's and master's degrees, and allows students to choose concentrations in various
music program areas, such .is performance,
music education, music industry, music theatre and composition. The new program will
give music students the option to further their
certification with a Doctorate of Musical Arts
degree combined with a Master of Musical
Arts.
This new program will entail further training than that required for the bachelor's and
masters degrees. "Beyond the requisite training in performance and along with the usual
history and theory components, there will be
extensive work in the pedagogy of higher education, and each student will rotate through
mentorships in three different kinds of teaching situations: General Education classroom,
music classroom, and studio applied," Showell
said.
The degree will not just be based on accumulating credits, but on proficiency as well.
To head the program, two full-time faculty and two support staffers will be hired in
addition to the 40 full-time and 12 part-time
faculty members who are already a part of the
School of Music.
The school of music anticipates enrolling 12 students the first vear and 36 by
2010. Freshman Jaunter Sears, who currently is
working for his B.S. in performance, feels like
the interest level in the program will be exceptionally high. "1 think that people might consider going into this program at JMU because
they're used to the area. Also, there's a certain
professor that teaches each instrument, and
students are probably used to them. That's
why I might consider going into the program.
I really like my professor," Jaunter said.
Freshman Taylor Watkins is also antmp.it
ing the implementation of the program. "I'm
a music industry major, and it would be gnt*<
if they had a music industry doctoral program
here. I'm pretty excited about it," Taylor said.
This program would allow JML to move
up from the baccalaureate college level, which
COfuUJtl of primarily undergraduate colleges
with focuses on the liberal arts fields, to the
level of doctorate-granting institutions, which
not only offer baccalaureate programs, but are
committed to graduate education through the
doctorate degree.
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Laat year, students waited on the hill betide the commons hoping to
receive one of 2,000 Purple Out! T-shirts.

Economics freshman Marianella Foschi can't get a Social Security number. She
can't apply tor credit cards and she has
to pay more for cell phones, utilities and
car insurance. But her sister, Angelina, an
economics junior, has not encountered
the same problems.
Both sisters are Colombian international students, but Angelina entered the
United States two years before Marianella.
During that two-year span, a new federal
regulation, which went into effect Oct. 13,
2004, has affected international students
who have moved to the to United Slates
since 2005, as did Mananella. Under the
act, international students must have two
signatures from an employer and a verification from their campus' international
office before obtaining a Social Security
number.
Under the U.S. Social Security law,
students who have an F-l or J-l vbll aft
limited to working only on campus. An
F-l visa is issued to full-time students
seeking a danM Of certificate in an approved school or university. For students
in the United States for a shorter lime,
the U.S. Department of Immigration issues a J-l visa. A.Y. Kim, who came to
the University of Texas in January, said
it took six months to find employment
When I went to (ester to apply for a |ob
in April, theemplover asked BM to come
back in August. When I returned in August, he said he would call me at a later
time," Kim said.
But Kim didn't hear from the Division
of Mousing and Food Services. I he only
thing she could do was wait. In September, after she gained .i position .it jester,
she still could not start working because

she did not have a Social Security number. Instead, she waited four weeks to begin employment.
Jerry D. Wilcox, director of the international office, said he is aware of the
problem of international students working illegally. 'The international office
knows mat some students are working
illegally, but reports on individual cases
are rare. We have no idea how manv actual cases there are," Wilcox said. He said
an international student caught working
illegally could be deported.
Dawn Mover, the director of the International Cultural Service Program at Oregon State University, said the program
help*, international students by providing
WOK opportunity. ICSP, which has been
running for 23 years, ,ilso helps reduce
the level of out-of-state tuition to match
in-state residency.
In the program, students perform 80
hours of community service, helping with
translation, cultural events and making
themselves available as "cultural ambassadors, Mover said She said there has
been positive feedback about IC SI' from
both international students and members
of the community
"It gjvffJ them an opportunity to interact with community members and leam
more about life in the U.S., in wa\s they
wouldn't ordinanlv gat to do leather-,
rtHgiOUf educations, .(immunity directors and leaders and faculty on campus
tell me they really appreciate and enjoy
the students, and they tee! it really adds a
lot to their program*, hearing these 'outsiders' perspectives, firsthand," Moyer
said.
Meanwhile, in leva-. Mananella said
she's still waiting tor her Social Security
number. Until then, her financial problems are vet to be solved.
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THURSDAY:
432-0610
EARLY BIRD KARAOKE UNTIL 10PM
THEN 80 FOR A LADY DANCE PARTY!!
$80 DRAWING FOR CASH
(MUST REGISTER BEFORE 10PM, DRAWING AT 11PM)

SATURDAY:
DRIVIN

FRIDAY:
BUFFETT ISLAND
MUSIC FEATURING THE
KEY WEST BAND

GREAT LOOKING
ROCK MUSIC

NEXT WEEK:
LITTLE BIG TOWN
,h

WEDNESDAY OCT. 26

dothepub.com

AUDITIONS

IXI-

At James Madison University
Tuesday November 1, Taylor Hall University Center
Music Building, Room 405, 1:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Imagine Getting Paid
To Have This Much Fun.
Busch Gardens Wiiliamsburg is
seeking outgoing and dynamic singers,
daxers. actors, variety artists, jugglers,
magicians and instrumentalists for live
snows. No appointment necessary
Visit our website for helpful audition tips,
photos, pay rates and benefits. Live
auditions preferred but video auditions
are accepted See website for details
Audition Hotline: 800-253-3302

Can you begin work by
•arty March 2006?
Although employment can begin anytime
throughout our season, we are very
much interested in performers who are
available in early March.

^uScK

www.TalentSearchBGW.com

^GARDENS.

0CT.21.ZZ.#
FI»WY. OTWWY. SUNWTT HONWY
OCT. Z*. 29.30 J

ADMISSION tS.OO
From Cross Keys Rd, turn east on Port Republic Rd Go 35 mi. and turn letl on I
Go 1.8 mi. and turn onto Valley View Rd. Go 1 mi. Cornfield on light.
From Rl 33, Penn Laird, turn south or Lawyer RA'Gff^.4 mi.
Turn ngrrt on Pineville Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and turn lerljwjto Valley Vie
From Rt. 340, turn «st on Port Republic
Go 2.3 mi. and turn on Goods Mil Rd. Go

Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?
www.OffCampusHousing.com
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

.Ash by.

Crossing
Reason #
2,214,687,005
to live at Ash by!

Lose Your Freshman 15 in
Our Awesome Workout Room!
Don't Wait to Fill Out an Application Today!
Rent Includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001
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CONE miV, ONLY OPEN SB/EN NIGHTS!!!

) CORNFIELD
SACK«
WELCOME.'
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Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA
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Va. elections attacks,
voter anger increases
■v MICHAEL D. SHEAR
THE WASHINGTON POST

Negative campaigning has
seized hold of Virginia's governor's race in what politacaFstrategists now say will be a final
three weeks dominated by death
penalty ads and accusations of
manipulation and lying.
Republican Jerry Kilgore
and Democrat Timothy Kaine
are flooding the airwaves with
invective-filled spots they hope
will make the difference in a
close election. But the tenor of
the campaign is prompting some
voters to recoil in frustration.
In interviews with more than
two dozen teachers, business
owners, college students and
homemakers across the state
last week, Virginians said they
felt inundated by the barrage of
ads and unmoved by their mesMgM
Karen Hudson, 48, of Tazewell called it "mudslinging" and
said she is disappointed. Suffolk
banker Linda Bradshaw, 32, said
she hates the "bashing." Kingstown resident Kathleen Snyder,
39, called it all "a colossal waste
of time." Audrey Davidson, an
administrator for the Halifax
County public school system,
said the race has devolved over
the past six months.
"Initially, we had two saints
running for office." Davidson
said over lunch at Ernie's Res-

taurant in South Boston. "Now,
we find out that we have two
men with the Devil as an opponent."
But national experts in political advertising say the attack
strategy works, so it continues.
Advisers to Kilgore and Kaine promised, if anything, an escalation of the air war. Millions
of dollars, hoarded for months
in both camps, are flying out
the window, and such national
luminaries as former president
Bill Clinton, Laura Bush and
Rudolph Giuliani are arriving to
help raise more.
There's a myth that we're all
independent actors who make u p
(our) own minds. No one wants
to admit they can be swayed by
television," said Darrell West, a
professor at Brown University
and the author of "Air Wars," a
history of campaign ads.
Trie week's opening volley
by Kilgore — two raw, emotional
ads featuring the father and the
widow of murder victims — followed weeks of ads by Kilgore
and Kaine aimed at demonizing
each other on their records in office, taxes, school funding and
campaign donors.
The candidate in the race
who has not followed the pattern is Sen. H. Russell Potts Jr.,
R-Winchester, who is running
as an independent. Although
known as a pit bull in the state
Senate, he has remained positive

in his campaign advertising. His
first ad featured scenes of people
banging pots and yelling "We
want Potts!"
At Baron's Pub in Suffolk,
Bradshaw recalled one of Kaine's
early ads. It showed him playing with his children and ended
with his 11-year-old daughter,
Annella, saying: 'Tim Kaine. A
great dad for governor."
Thafs what more people
need to see: real people," she
said. I don't like to see ads
where they are bashing each
other. That one was nice and
sweet."
Five months ago, before the
first television ad had been aired.
The Washington Post sat down
with four groups of voters — in
Northern Virginia, Southwest
Virginia, Southside and Hampton Roads — to assess their expectations for the election.
They talked about wanting
the candidates to address the
need for better jobs for textile
workers, easier commutes, lessexpensive health care and better
schools. They said they hoped
that the candidates would confront those issues but were not
optimistic that they would.
Since then, the major-partv
candidates have detailed dozens
of programs on their Web sites.
But neither has spent any significant time talking about them.
Instead. Kaine and Kilgore
have spent their time, and mon-
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ey, creating caricatures of their
opponent-sometimes literally.
A Kilgore ad titled "Everything"
features a cartoonish Kaine gobbling up everything in sight,
including plates of money, as
an announcer says: "Nobody
chews up tax money like liberal
Tim Kaine."
A Kaine ad titled "Slice"
shows a cake, with frosting picturing a school, being cut up as
an announcer says "any way
you slice it, Jerry Kilgore will
cut education." Kaine has also
run ads accusing Kilgore of being beholden to drug companies
and of lobbying to increase natural-gas taxes.
Last week. The Post assembled four groups of voters
in those same regions, including many people who discussed
the elections in May. Most expressed disappointment with
the campaign's tenor
"The thing that bugs me is
why they spend so much time
on the death penalty and abortion and these types of things,"
said Bill Kelehar, a plant manager at Annin & Co., a flagmaker.
South Boston and Halifax
County need the next governor to
help kick-start their economy, KeJehar said. He said he has stopped
paying attention to the campaign:
"1 just got bored with it"
Jessica Johnson-Clark, 20, is a
psychology student at Southern
Virginia Community College in
Tazewell. The candidates, she
said, are not talking about what
matters to people who live closer to Tennessee and North Carolina than Washington: jobs.
"My husband has an art degree," she said, "and he works
in the coal mines." Aren't there
any jobs in the arts? she was
asked. "Not around here." she
said.

JMU: Planning for
JMUbilee begins
JMU, from page 1
With roughly six months
to go, the Steering Committee,
which is responsible for planning all the activities, hopes to
at least double the amount of
events.
"We are planning on getting
an adult moon-bounce this year
so everyone can use it" said Richard said. "We're also looking into
getting other inflatable activities
such as jousting and a Velcro wall,
and we're talking with Coca-Cola
about ending the night off nght
with some fire works."
JMUbilee is tentatively
scheduled for March 18, marking the end of Madison Week.
The carnival is to be held on either the Godwin field or in the
Cod win gym, Schwartz said.

AID: Drug provision
may be changed
AID, from page 1
study supports the view that the
act only harms students who
want to get on with their lives, but
are deprived from doing so from
the lack of a beneficial educational
setting.
A decision concerning whether the provision will stay the
way it is will likely be made by

SGA, from page 1
of debate whether or not the bill
should be moved to the Committee on Academic Affairs
since it is an academic issue;
however, this motion did not
p.lss

The bill is now being sent to
administration to show the students support for reading days.
The Student Senate also
moved two contingency bills

JIIAN BIALFT'i-avniMinf phaopaplirr
Many small creations made out of wood and paper are featured In Ayltl Charles exhibit at Zlrkle House.

TEACH: Program gives some 'valuable experience'
school after thev attend a summer institute
to prepare them for their teaching experience. Harmata said the corps is very selective because they want all members to succeed in their teaching positions.
Suter, who is almost done filling out
his application for the first deadline for the
corps, descnbed the benefits of working
with Teach for America after college.
"Corps members gain invaluable expe-

Yellow Cab

from AmeriCorps. Furthermore, graduate
schools heavily recruit Teach for America
members after their two years of work.
Applicants do not have to be education
majors to apply. According to Harmata and
Suter, Teacn for America hopes that their
members will promote education equality
when they finish their time with the corps
no matter what job field they choose to enter afterwards.
Application deadlines to apply for the
corps are Oct. 30 and Feb. 17. 2006.

■Y FERN SHEN

At some schools, the rules
are clear: Kids can chill out to
downloaded music on portable
players, but once they're inside, iPods and other learning
distractions must be stowed in
backpacks or lockers and kept
there.
At Jamestown Elementary
School in Arlington, Va., Camilla Cagliolo took another
approach. Rather than fighting
the fad, she's capitalizing on it
by giving students .Pods and
re-imagining them as a learning tool.
"It just makes so much sense.

They are so drawn to this technology. They are so excited by
it. They're comfortable with
it," said Cagliolo, the school's
technology coordinator.
Using little more than an
i Pod and a school computer,
Cagliolo and her students have
been making podcasts—online
radio shows tnat can be downloaded to an iPod or other portable MP3 player.
Podcasting is just one of the
interactive technologies, tike
blogging and hand-held computers, being used to motivate
students nationwide. It took
off across the country last year,
an offshoot of the surging popularity of iPods.

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor

(540)434-2515

An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - correspondents around the world provide concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.

Radio Dispatched
Sarvlca to all ma|or alrporta
Whtelchalr accaaalbla vehlclaa
Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week ■ Very flexible, part time positions available

Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

South
Main St.
540-434-4014

Downtown:
540-434-6980
|f7l)AIKV ItXItl^tf
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to the finance committee. The
first from was Alpha Kappa
Psi requesting $1,1% to pay
back the registration fee for
four people that attended the
Alpha Kappa Psi Biannual
National Conference.
The
second was from American
Chorale Directors Association
requesting $2,000 to pay for
director/performer that was
at the JMU chapter of ACDA
Fall Festival.

iPods fast becoming
new teacher's pet
THt WMHJNGTON POST

rience from working in deprived communities, and finish their two year commitment
knowing that their life has made a noteworthy difference in the lives of numerous children," he said.
Teach for America corps members are
paid a full time salary determined by the
cost of living of the area where the member is placed. It can range from $25,000 in
rural areas to $44.5<K) in some urban areas.
According to Suter, corps members are given nearly $10,000 towards education costs

the end of the congressional session this fall.
Some JMU students have
conflicting opinions on the issue
of the Higher Education Act provision. Junior William Carden
believes, The law makes sense.
If you spend all your money on
drugs, why should the government give you more so that you
can go to school?"

SGA: Reading days
approved by students

\ linlc art

TEACH, from page 1

"JMubitee will take place
rain or shine," said marketing chair Jeremy Paredes. "We
Clan for inclement weather and
ive contingency plans in case
of rain. Venues and games are
planned accordingly."
Any organization capable
of contributing to a familyfnendly, community-oriented
atmosphere is encouraged to
participate. JMUbilee is anticipated to occur every year and
to become bigger and better as
it goes, creating a fun-force to
be reckoned with and an exciting place for all to mingle leisurely, Schwartz said.
The sky is our limit this
year with the amount of resources and extra time we
have," Schwartz said. "It's going to be a party like no other!"

58 E. Wolfe St & 2425 S. Main St, Harrisonburg
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Hooray for Fall Break

CAfcViN^ VMT

Severed finger leads to crisis
n\

BRIAN COOOMAN
.\KIIIR

In CMC \"u .ire ever in tht- market, store- lh.it Mil severed lingers are
clewed on Sundavs
I w\ M'K happened to be in the market this past Sunday, fof severed fingers make great birthdav gifts given by someone who successfully manages
to slue through half of their own finger as though it were made of lukew arm
marshmallow fluff.
r-orallot vou who had been praving that I would never be able to wnte again.
the I Old Almightv is granting your request on the installment plan. That's correct —your humMe COtRSUUKKnl was nearlv relieved of mv nght index fingertip, one of the appendages I am mc»st dependent upon in the day today.
Like most scars accrued in one's tour to six ytUS in undergraduate education, it was i stupid mistake rather than ■ heroic act that nearly claimed mv
fingertip. I was not running into a burning building to save people, fighting
domestic terrorism, or helping Edward Scissorhands's grandmother across
the -ireet No. I wa» Instead partaking in what has bacOBM mv first and last
pumpkin-carving contest of the season.
Of course, I was not particularly close to help when I happened to miss the
gourd. Rather than carving pumpkins in Burruss or the hospital parking lot, I
was instead at the JMU farm, approximately 25 minutes due east of absolute))
now here — though after taking I little off the top, the drive back from the
farm is Significantly shorter than the drive out.
lour stitches later I was good to go, my finger under a cocoon of gauze
and iloth tape. Kvery ounce oi restraint I have has worked for the last three
days to prevent me from wandering the Quad chanting the words "Rip...
Slip...Brush...Ah."
As luck would have it, I discovered that I do not handle blood very well
— the fact that it happened to be my blood didn't quite help, either As stm lies go, the whole e\ ent w as therefore rather traumatic, and trauma has a way
of neat II) exacetbaUnsj whatever else is on one's plate. In my case, that plate
nas lull with what has now become known as my first mid-life crisis.
Like most mid-life crises, the first point of business was weight. While not
unhealthy b\ an) means, save tor the string in my hand, I could realistualh
stand to lose 10 pounds Of so. But in reevaluating my life, I have come to realize much about myself, including that I love food and I hate exercise.
My concerns OV«l poundage were thereby diffused, but my self-reflection has showed me many proverbial H eights 1 need to shed, such as people.
I here were people who broke into mv house after 1 was discharged, took me
out, and made me a shirt with the words "pull my finger" emblazoned on
the front; there are also people who, though I have seen them almost evet]
da) since the accident have not asked what happened, let alone asked if I am
okay. Proverbially, it is time for Uposuctton
I hsea Simple examples illustrate the fundamental truth that seems to underlie every mid-lite Crisis: that life is too short and too valuable to waste
Many or us, m Viewing our time in College Old) as s means to an end, miss
out oil the glorious time that Is college We should not wither ourselves away
In I Issaas and apartments we hale, with assignments and friends that drain
us Re-evaluation is necessar\ tor us to get the most we can out of our si er so
short college experience.
If you ever get the chance to chop the tip of your index finger off, pass on
it; but if you are ever presented with the opportunity to re evaluate vour life,
give it a shot. If you learn the lessons that come from mid-life crises without
a visit to the hospital, I will personally be proud to shake your hand — in a
week or two.
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.

OFF THE WIRE

Underage drinking not
really the problem
E-mail dam and pan to hrezadp&wtmailxim.
Dans A l'ai\ are submitted anon\muusl\ and printed ana ipare available basu Submnvom are based
upnntxw per\tw\'\ ■•ptruon of a ffMM \ituatum per
* e\eni and do nmneiessanh reflect the truth

A "wav-tn-hnng-back-the-'80s" pat to the kid that
rolled through C.odwin parking lot blasting Journey'*
I ton I 5tOp believing."
fl gM that couldn't help but sing along and
topped Mining that the '80s might make a

A "great-job-being-nasty" dart to the girl in D-hall
who w as picking her nose and w iping the findings all
over her plate.
From a junior who thought you were cute until you
started digging for gold.

A "m>-Kittle-ol-creatine-is-noi-vour-iommode" dart
to whoever decided it would be funny to defecate In
my perfectly good tub of cell-tech.
I to»i m angry senior who Wat Ml "aVffCtOUS grape"
11 eat me fetes-free and Had to throw out 4 lb** of it

A "random-bikini-girls-are-better-than-studying" pat
to the four lovely sheilas who celebrated National Bikini Monday in Wampler and Ashby halls.
From two Aussie blokes who appreciate a group of random half-naked girls more than studying and look forward
to experiencing more of your wonderful brand of American
hospitality.

eomtbtck,

\ \ou need one-of-the-cones-they-give-in|iired-dogs'
dart to the guy sitting near me in philosophy who pre
ioA<A to .hew a scab off of his arm and then pick at
the fresh wound for the whole hour and IS minutes ot
lecture.
From (i ttiiUntuHMitififth year who was *o di$gutltd
j netting that she was unable In OOnCtHttmtt or lake
A "don't-you-feel-dumb-now' dart to the guy who
thought he was being .ool as he peeled out ot tinparking lot.
From a junior girt who got a good laugh <;« uou got
t, mi H /' i-uUcii atvi

A "don't-pass-gas" dart to the girl at UREC yesterday that lethally passed gas not once, not twice, but
three times during her workout.
From a girl that was about to pass out from tht MlffJ
and thinks you should squeeze your cheeks harder to keep
it in.
An "I-figured-you-were-weird-but-not-that-weird"
pal to the girl driving around blasting Jackson 5 with
.i sign on the back of her car that said "My Other Ride
il Vour Mother."
From a JMU guy ivho would like to thank you for mak■'■'"

Underage drinking is not a problem. The problematic situation here is
over-consumption — a result of our
society's unhealthy relationship with
alcohol.
Overconsumption can be seen
everywhere in today's America,
and drinking is but one of the areas
where we see one of its greatest manifestations.
Other Western democracies have
long had a more lenient attitude toward alcohol. Many have set the
drinking age at 16 or 18, sometimes
even lower or non-existent.
In those countries, parents often
serve small amounts of wine or beer
to their children during meals, and
while it is legal fur a child to drink
with his parents in the United Stales,
it is often frowned upon by a majority
of society.
A factor mitigating the problems
tied to underage drinking is that in
mow countries, drinking is legal well
before driving and other major life
milestones.
By the time young Europeans
are allowed to drive, they have been
consuming alcohol with or without
their parents for several years, enabling them to better )udge its adverse effects on judgment and general motor skills
In the United States, people who
drink are demomzed to younger
children and only portrayed in a
bad light Instead M showing that
the activity can be dime responsibly,
children are exposed to gruesome
pictures and horror stories of drink-

ing for the sake of "education." This
notion only furthers a rebellious teenager's plight to rail against the norm
— why stay away from something
that looks so exciting?
Because of this, the consumption
of alcohol is often seen as a goal in itself. Binge drinking is a direct result of
the necessity for underage dnnkers to
consume alcohol before they go out.
In order to change this trend we
need to educate ourselves and our
children about the proper consumption of alcohol.
Quality matters, too. Having a couple microbrews in a social setting is appropnate. Drinking a CMS or do* ring
a bottle of hard liquor is stupid whether
you are 16, 33 or 45 yean. old.
We as a society need to drop this
remnant of prohibition era puritanism and stop regarding alcohol am
sumption as evil.
The same way parents educate
their children about safe sex, thev
should teach them about proper alcohol consumption.
We need to re-evaluate our standards for what is acceptable for which
age group. Why is a person allowed
to give his life for the freedom of his
country before we allow him to go out
with fnends for a pint?
Why do we trust young adults to
choose the future leaders of our nation before we allow them to make a
choice on what they can dnnk with
their fnends?
rfc&Hlaff editorial originally appeared
in Oregon State University* OSU Daily
Barometer.
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LOVER

or WOMAN, CONQUERED <>■ NATIONS

DATING:

Due to advances in technology
and communications, breaking up
with your young loves has grown
increasingly more complicated in
today's collegiate society. While the
lack of high-speed communications
enabled the simple "We need to
part ways. Done." breakups of past
eras to flourish, the entanglements
and machinations of our day create
more linkages between two people,
making breakups much lengthier
if not more difficult. What follows
is the process that John University
Student must undertake to break up
and separate from his girlfriend of
eight months, whom will be called
"(olene."
After the firm but caring "We
need to see other people" Instant
message, John's first step is to remove Jolene from the "Sweetie Tie'
group on his buddy list and add
her to the more general "college
folks"category, placing her near the
bottom between his freshman year
suitemate (who has since dropped
out to work at a lastee-Freeze) and
his lab partner from sophomore
physics class. Next, John moves
to his Facebook account, where he
must remove Jolene from his profile
by changing his status from "in a relationship" to "single/friendship/

foi^ J

random play." While on Facebook,
he should also change his picture
to remove any semblance of his exgirlfriend, discarding a picture of
him and Jolene when sne wasn't
sleeping with an entire wing of
Hanson and replacing it with a picture of John eating a steak (Jolene is
a vegetarian, a lifestyle choice that
John to this day cannot understand.
John thinks that if Cod didn't want
us to eat cows, He wouldn't have
made them so tasty). Finally, John
removes his membership in the
"Jolene is Cool" club, because he
frankly cannot stomach her infidelity and her penchant for thievery,
especially when she steals entire
cases of Natty from Food Lion and
then blames John for it (John spent
a weekend in jail for that, and still
does not think it's funny). With that
job done, John moves on to the "we
broke up" mass email.
John must now access his Webmail account and send a mass cnnnl
to all his friends telling them that
he and |olene have amicably split,
th.Ti' will be no hard feelings and it
was a good thing for both of them.
John then logs on to his blog, where
he rants at length (almost eight
pages) about the breakup not being
amicable and the cruel and deceptive nature of Jolene the Cheatin'
Queen, a woman whocoincidentally
should be buried in a Y-shaped cof-

write press releases, feature stories,
student/faculty profiles for use in
CISAT's website and newsletter.
pay $7.50/hr.

fin. After three hours spent ranting
on Ins blog, John finishes the task of
girlfriend deletion on his Webshots
page, where he must change all the
picture names and captions to match
their new non-intimate relationship.
For example, John changes the caption "me and my girl" to the more
appropriate "me and Jolene, when
we were happy, and she wasn't
training for the whore-lympics."
John has no desire to do this, but
Jolene has forced him to bv rogering him every which way 'til Sunday. She's a succubus, a demon of
the nether-world sent to dtttfO)
the hearts of men and philander
with their friends, especially thOM
friends who have a blue Mazda Z3.
If she would only see the error of her
ways and ask )ohn to forgive her.
John would take her back for the
fifth time, but only if she promises
never to be unfaithful again. Then
again, Jolene could never see a good
thing if it hit her upside the head,
so John's expectations are low I'lus
John is too good for her, and In* iiist
needs to see that in order to move
on with his life. Because we live in
a technologically advanced world.
and Jolene is a no-good, two-timing, money-stealing tramp.
Bobby McMahon is a senior political science major, and thinks that lolene
should return John's many phone calls
and e-mails.

The '80s were misrepresented

As we approach Election Day in
V iiy,ima — Tuesday, Nov. 8 — we urge
all ofl vou to vote.
As we have learned in recent elections m this county, many state races
are decided by only a few hundred
votes. Therefore, the evidence is in: every vote counts. Make sure your voice
and the voices of your fellow students
are heard this time around!
This year, the candidates for governor of Virginia differ fundamentally
on major issues as diverse as funding
for higher education, transportation
and immigration policy and abortion
rights. The candidate who wins will
take the Commonwealth of Virginia in
very different directions than his opponent would have. Therefore, many of us
are convinced that this is an extremely
important election for our state.
So, what can you do?
First, apply for an absentee ballot if
you will not be able to vote in person.
Virginia allows full-time students who
are registered to vote to do so through
an absentee ballot in their county or
city of residence before the election.
However, vou must have registered to
votebyOct.il.
Most counties and cities provide applications for absentee ballots on their
Web sites. You can access the Web site
oi rail! county of home residence and
its Elections Board through the National Association of Counties Web sit**. If
the county does not have a Web site, the
county profile will contain a telephone
number for the county elections office
that you can contact.
If you vote by mail, however, you
must carefully observe the deadlines
for requesting your ballot. You should
do so as soon as possible.
Second, learn the differences between the positions of the candidates.
Each candidate has set forth his views
on his web site: kaine2005.org and lerrykiIgore.com. In addition, many otner
B0U1CM oi information are available on
the Internet and in the news media.
Third, vote — either by absentee
ballot or in person. Many counties and
cities allow you to vote absentee "in
person" in specified places before the
election. Under these procedures, you
merely walk in and vote. You do not
need to order an absentee ballot in advance. For example, in Fairfax County,
Va., the Flection Board began in-person
abMntM voting OB Sept. 26 and continues through Saturday, Nov. 5. Locations ,md times are generally listed at
the countv or city Web site, or you can
find them by calling the local election
board.
Whichever candidate you prefer, don't
miss the opportunity to exercise your most
important right and obligabon as a citizen!

I was confounded when I fin
ished reading Bobby McMahon's ar
tide, "The Super Bowl Shuffle' Come?
Back." His skewed opinions on thi
1980s lead us all to believe that the onl)
beacon of hope was a song and vide*
about a football team. Let's step out o
the Monday night haze for one momen
and journey to another event in 1985
Nearly a year earlier, a selfless group o
musical performers known as USA fo
Africa met together and recorded "Wt
Are the World." Performers includec
Michael Jackson, Lionel Richie, Bill)
Joel, Prince, Bruce Springsteen ... thi
list goes on. The album sold 800,00*
copies in one weekend and is consid
ered, "the apogee of musical activism.'
It was about helping those impover
ished and suffering in Africa and no
about a football team that had neve
won the Super Bowl.
Furthermore, there were few thingin this article that disturbed me a?
much as the senseless smear campaigi
against Emilio Estevez. Let's not for
get Mr. Estevez's role in "The Out
siders," widely considered a tour di
force, coming of age story about disil
lusioned youth, in addition, many o
Emilio Estevez's greater works such a
"The Mighty Ducks" movies, "Men a
Work" and "Freejack" (with Mick Jag
ger) would not come until the 1990s,
feel it was wrong to affront the rising
talent of a young actor with the odd?
against him.

ijoblink.jmu.edu
job title: Feature Writer/Journalist—IE

Tim Van Schaicl
Alumnus '<)'

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and
opinions published in The
Breeze are welcome and
encouraged. Letters should he
no longer than 250 words, must
include a phone number for
verification and tan be e-mailed
to breezeopinion@hotmail.
com or mailed to MSC 6805
Gl, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The
Breeze reserves the right to edit
all submissions fur length or
grammatical style.
'he house editnn.il tetlfcts the
opinion of ihe editorial board as a
whole, and is not necessarily the
opinion of any individual stall member
ol The Breeze

Debra A. Jacobson
Professorial Lecturer in Law
The George Washington University
Law School
Jonathan Miles, Professor
Department of Integrated Science
and Technology
James Madison University

"Hey Ladies, tell your boyfriend you 'Have a
headache' until he buys you something
from The Silver Spot"
Kiosk located in Valley Mall
in front of JC Penney beside Verizon

for more information go to
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"Your complete Yarn Supply Shop"
See Our Large Selection of Yarns,

Crochet, & knitting Accessories
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2005 VOLKSWAGEN INVENTORY REDUCTION!!!
2006 models are arriving daily, and in order to make room we are offering
all in-stock 2005 easoline models ON SALE!
TDI models are excluded.

TTfe finance and Lease incentives * currently being offered from Volkswagen are the most aggressive of the year*.
Don't miss your chance to own your piece of genuine German engineering at a fraction of what you thought it would cot)'
Stop in and test drive the completely redesigned new Jella: the first car to ever achieve the highest
possible rating in every crash impact category from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.
Also included in this event will be the 2005 New Beetle. New Beetle Convertible. GTl.
Passat and Touareg! All of these vehicles are on our lot and ready to go!

Sale ends October 31. 2005
'liKvnuus v,ir> by model. Sjvcial rales arc wbjed in approval from VC'I.
Sea UYJIII lor detalh * •Oo to ww* M'I> .<<,, fa nMiuonil detaila

RULE VW

Drivers wanted. \\<f)

314 Lee Jackson Hwy, Staunton • 540-886-2357 • I 800-277-0598
www.ruleauto.com
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I Beauty's beau
6 Wrap up

12 President Bush was
one
15 Numbers man?
IK More painful
20 Swerve
21 Vigor's partner
22 Moon crawler
23 Riddle Part 1
25 Mollify
27 Badminton stroke
28 Privy to
2° Fancy vase
31 Declaims
32 "Hey
('68 smash)

ISOLD

33 Order
37 Sign of summer
38 Texas landmark
40 "M" man
41 Contaminate
43 Author Dinesen
44 Riddle Part 2
49 Sought silver
51 Makes leather
52 Like the Kalahari
53 - -wop
54 Tablet
55 Commodious
57 Nodded off
59 Cocky kids
61 Exodus edible
62 Annoyed
63 Melee

105 Answer to nddle
111 Broad st.
112 Bend someone's -

:yak)

42 Eager

115 Petty or Poston

43 Prankster

116 HST's successor
inConklingorAtes
118 Thoroughfares

44 Right a wrong

The Power of
Breeze Classifieds

www.thebreeze.org/classifieds

llhe Breeze

45 Looks longingly
46 Proctarnation

7 Tolstoy title start

47 Greek vowels
48 Renowned
seamstress
50 Daddy ducks
56 Step - (hurry i
57 Blue-dress wearer'1
58 The yoke's on them
59 Like some stairs
60 Taxi

8 Branch

61 - Blanc

9 Pigskin prop

62 Lab equipment
S3 VWd with circus
or collar
64 Cold-shoulder
65 Ballet company
66 "- Fall in Love™
('62 hit I
67 Savor
68 "Scat!"
69 Rampur relish
70 "The Dragons of
Eden" author
72 Rational
73 Egyptian Nobelist
74 James Hernot. for
one
75 Pinnacle

66 Riddle Pan 3

DOWN

67 Votes in
68 Grand relative

1
2
3
4

70 Prowl
71 Injures
72 Stuffable pasta
73 Big wheel on
"Wheel"
74 Peckinpahor
Wanamaker
77 Granada gold
78 Goatish gamboler
79 Shakespearean villain
80 New Mexico's state
flower
82 Riddle Part 4
87 Heavy reading'.'
88 Ponti's partner
89 French spa
90 Roofing material
92 Dennehy or Keith
94 Firstborn
% Rachel's sister
97 Zagreb native
98 Needle feature
99 Sharp
100 - Dhabi
103 In a rough manner

Competed
- Minor
Arrive at Kennedy
Andes animal

113 Emulate Earhart
114 Tranquil

M Illinois cit>

f>9" nf Fools" t'67 hm

37
38
39
40

Holler
Narcissus' nymph
Melville monomaniac
Plop down

5 Monotony
6 Read quickly

10 Tell- No" ('65 hit)
11 Happen next
12 Writer Hunter

13 SM
14 Lasting effect
15 Trolley sound
16 Trattoria treat
17 Iowa city

19 Sonata movement
24 Adversary
26 Big revolver"*
30 Hit the hay
32 TV's "and the
Fatman"
33 Soft
34 Ages
35 "A - in the Dark"
('88 film)
36 Legal matter

79 Hgyptian deity
81 Hatch \ home

83 Nom de crime'
84 Detested
85 With 93 Down. "Air
MUSK" composer
M I ir.t lady'.'
90 Goes after
91 Poet Sidney
92 Tenor's tribute
93 See 85 Down
95 "The Merry Widow"
composer
96 Rock's - Zeppelin
97 Gab

98 Thornfield governess
99 Elbow's counterpart
100 On the briny

101 Curve
102 Applications
104 Little guy
106 "Ab" (from the
beginning)
107 "M*A*S*H" extras
l08Cul-de109 From - Z
110 Theater sign

3m
todat "s
answers
online at

76 Dogpatch's
Daisy -

78 Office plant

Check out our 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
Our State-of-the-Art Clubhouse with Gkxming Area
Our Fitness and Business Centers
As Well As an Awesome Pool

fir
LQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net
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HI*. PHOTO

Matthew Stoss, Editor
Mcagaii Mihalko. Assistant Editor
breezesports@hormail*:om
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Bayli Still-doing-well

JMU s Bayli Stillwell
(3) was named CAA
Player of the Week
In late September.

Madison junior
overcomes lack
ofexperience
■v JOHN

GALLE

SENIOR WRITER

Playing volleyball in the
small town of Steamboat
Springs, Colo., developed
Bayli Stillwell's desire for
the game, but coming to JMU
!;ave her the opportunity to
ultill her dream of playing
Division I volleyball.
Stillwell, a junior right
side southpaw, never reallv
thought about playing in college until her freshman year
of high school. There were
no club teams where she
lived, so she lacked some of
the experience that colleges
looked for in recruits.

"A lot of girls play club, but
I never played club,'' Stillwell
said. "[Coach] Disa Gamer's
sister has been best friends
with my dad and so she was
just like 'just send a tape' and
they kept pushing and pushing (until I finally did]."
Not expecting that tape
to matter, Stillwell was surprised to find that it made an
impression on the coaches
and earned her a recruiting
trip that sealed the deal.
According to Stillwell,
she chose JMU over the University of Denver because
she liked JMU's psychology
program — as well as her future teammates.
'The team is really awesome," Stillwell said. "We have
a special chemistry on and off
the court and I feel like that's
what drew me here. That's
what keeps me alive and fired
up about volleyball.''

Still, she thought the lack
of experience would be a
barrier in her mind.
"I didn't expect to play
at all as a freshman, but I
got time and that was awesome." Stillwell said.
That time allowed Stillwell to adjust to the system,
learn more about the game
than ever before, and gain

ST col! Women's
legtate Volleyball
f

level. Be- f^r:— —
tweenher Fndav
freshman JMUatGMU
and soph- 7pm
o m o r e Patriot
years, Center
her kills
nearly doubled, (rom 86 to
163, Her assists more than
doubled from 19 to 49 and
her digs increased dramatically from 14 to 86.

Dukes go to Delaware
Dukes look to
hand Hensfourthstraight A-10 loss

The JMU football team's
white away jerseys won't be
white tor long.
After last weekend's muddy
loss to the University of Massachusetts, the Dukes won't get a
break as far as field conditions go.
The University of Delaware is
re-sodding their field for this weekend's Atlantic 10 matchup, which is
exactly what happened last season
in Chattanooga, Term., at the Division l-AA national title game. Howevei; coach Mickey Matthews said
at Monday's press conference that
the conditions in Massachusetts
made the Chattanooga game look
like "Central Park."
Regardless of the field condibons this

trtHMS.tugfll

HI £ PHOTO
JMU's Tony LaZotte (21). Akeem Jordan (23) and another Duke bring down a Maine player In JMU's most recent home game.

Football team must
get past trying stretch
in coming weeks
Welcome back to the shadow of doubt.
As JMU football bulldozed toward the
halfway point of its 2005 season, the eariy
reviews held the Dukes in high esteem. JMU
outscored its first five opponents by a combined score of 228 to 50, and then? were some
who claimed the Dukes were more impressive than in their championship-winning 2004
campaign — even after that little hiccup at

Coastal Carolina
But after stumbling TH€ HOT C(MN€B
its way through the
muck in Saturday's 10-7
loss to now No. 8 Massachusetts, No. U JMU
— the consensus No.
1 team in the country
at the beginning of the
season — faces a daunting task. And while the
Dukes (4-2 overall, 2 1
in conference) still hen
command ol their own JAMES IRWIN
destiny, the path has
enough pitfalls to make the defending champs

slip. And that might be all it takes.
For the last two years, JMU coach Mickey
Matthews has called the A-10 the best conference in l-AA football. Four A-10 teams made
the 16-team l-AA playoff field last season, and
of the fout only New Hampshire had two
conference losses. The other three, JMU, Delays are and William & Mary, each had one loss,
which they earned by beating up each other in
the second half of the season.
It ynu'rt* having tumble- we can simplify
this. Two conference losses might \v.wv v.m
out in the cold come Selection Sunday Three
will end your season by Thanksgiving.

Women's basketball starts up
Dukes begin practice
with revamped frontcourt, two transfers
■v

see STILLWELL. page 11

Dukes
lose to
Hawks
UNC-W snaps
JMU's win
streak on road

BY MEACAN MIHALKO
ASSISTANT SPOUTS EDITOR

Football
things will get rwww
messy. While Saturday
the Fighting JMU at Dataware
Blue Hens're- 12 pm
cord sits at 0-3 Dataware
in conference Stadium
play, thaf s not
what the Dukes will be thinking
about come Saturday's game time.
'The rivalry is so intense, we
really don't care about their record," coach Mickey Matthews
said. "When Delaware and JMU
play, if s big."
And this is a big weekend for
JMU. They will have to prove,
once again, that they can bounce
back from a tough loss. The only
problem is it's hard to prepare for
a game where some factors are
going to be beyond the realm of
control. There's no way for JMU
to practice on a muddy field or a
field that was just re-sodded, so
this week they will have had to
work on things they can control.
"Both defenses got an inflated view of themselves, and we
didn't play very well on offense,"
Matthews said "We did not run
very well "

Had it not been for Stillwell's parents, she may have
not played volleyball at all.
Her mom played in high
school and encouraged her
to try it.
"I actually almost quit
volleyball my freshman year,"
Stillwell said. "My parents
made me play and I was really angry with them. I wanted
to focus on basketball."
Her parents pushed her
to finish a whole season before making a decision.
"Right away I got moved
to junior varsity and I think
that helped because I was
playing with girls who were
a little bit better than the
freshmen," Stillwell said.
"The coach really encouraged me that if I worked really hard, 1 could go somewhere."

MATTHEW STOSS

SPORTS IDITOR

There is a bit of convention within the
world of higher athletics — oral tradition
if you will — that JMU women's basketball
coach Kenny Brooks cites as applicable to
his Dukes as they open the 2005-'06 season.
'There's an old adage that every year,
the game slows down for you," Brooks said
after practice Monday in the Convocation
Center. "As a freshman, the game is just so
fast. Then as a sophomore, it slows down a
little bit and then as vou get into your junior and senior year, the game is slower and
slower and you can see them understanding
the game a lot of better."

JMU opened practice Saturday, and for
the first time since Brooks took the reins in
2002 after Bud Childers, he has a team that
can finally be called veteran.
"It's really evident out there," junior
shooting guard Lesley Dickinson said. "You
can tell because most of the time, three or
four people out on the floor know what*s
going on. They've been through it. They
know the drills. They know what coacn
wants
Last year, Madison finished 18-11 overall, while going 10-8 within the Colonial
Athletic Association before losing to the Uni- Ufnman'c
versity of Delaware ,n ESXIM
the second round of Basketball
CAA tournament with
a team that had only two seniors. This year
the Dukes have no seniors, but return every starter, including Dickinson and fellow
juniors, center Meredith Alexis and point
guard Andrea Benvenuto, who have started
since they were freshmen.

"We're so much further ahead than we
were at this point last year, and that's to be
expected when you have a veteran group
— even though we don't have any seniors,"
Brooks said. "We have players who've
logged a lot of minutes and they understand
what's expected out of them. That's really
been a blessing for us. It really helps speed
up the first few days of practice."
But, a few injuries have slowed practice down. Alexis, who led the Dukes in rebounds, averaging 9,3 a game in 2004-'05, is
battling tendomtis in her knees and Dickinson, the team's leading scorer last season
(14.7 points per game), had arthroscopic
surgery on her left knee Oct. 10 to repair a
torn meniscus and is expected back in two
to three weeks.
"Every year it swells up, but this year, it
didn't go down," Dickinson said. "Even if
I miss the first couple of games, it's better
than missing the last couple "
see CONVO. page U

s« IRWIN, ita&H

WILMINGTON,
N.C
— The JMU men's soccer
team went into its Colonial
Athletic Association game
against the Seahawks o( the
University of North Carolina-Wilmington riding a
four-game winning streak.
When the Dukes left
Wilmington, the win streak
was no more as the Seahawks dropped Madison
2-1 Tuesday at UNC-W Soccer Stadium.
The loss drops Madison's overall record to 8-4I and its conference 4-2-0.
while UNC-W improves tc
7-4-2 overall and to 2-1-2 in
the CAA.
Already down 2-0. the
Dukes' lone goal came with
53 seconds left in regulation
when junior forward Jon Bntton scored his sixth of the
year.
The Seahawks got offense first from Juho K-irk.i
lainen who scored on the
opening penalty kick at the
32:22 mark. Their second
goal came midway through
the second half when Adam
Currey found the back of the
net to put UNC-W up 2-0.
JMU
UNC-W

0 1—1
11—2

Coils
Juho Karjalainen — UNO
W

Adam Currey — UNC-W
Jon Britton — JMU
Saves
JMU — Kevin Trapp 4
UNC-W — Brad Knighton
2
Records: JMU (8-4-1, 4-2-1
CAA), UNC-W (7-4-2,2-1-2
CAA).
— from staff reports

FILE PHOTO

JMU enter
Meredith
Alenle grab*
a rebound
against Draxal
laitt aaaaon.
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NCAA
VT @ Maryland

Maryland

VT

VT

VT

VT

Tennessee @ Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

jl Officiating is neat in college

Auburn @ LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

the lead, because I rule. Matt

JMU @ Delaware

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

tain picked Maryland over Vir-

Well, the Irish almost had
football. I have now taken over
weni 2-6. take note The Capginia Tech Now. I'm no Tech

NFL

Ian. but let's gel serious here
Nathan doesn't pay attention (n

San Diego @ Philadelphia
Green Bay @ Minnesota
NY Jets @ Atlanta
Kansas City @ Miami

Philadelphia

San Diego

Philadelphia

San Diego

Minnesota

Green Bay

Green Bay

Green Bay

Green Bay

Atlanta

Atlanta

Atlanta

Atlanta

Atlanta

Kansas City

Miami

Kansas City

Kansas City

Miami

Green Party

*
Captain

Grasshopper

32-24
4-4
.571

3323
4-4
.589

Season Total... WEEK
Last Week...
Win Percentage...

Read The Breeze Sports section!

Go downhill...for fun!

First warm weather tubing
run in the nation!
Just $ 10 for a two-hour session.
Call about private parties.
Check out our grass skiing, mountain
boarding and sight-seeing lift rides too.
Come as you are. No special attire needed.

Beanie

Guest

2927
4-4

31-25

.511

.554

28-28
4-4
.500

Fri 6-8 pm
Sal noon-2 pm & 6-8 pm
Sun noon-2 pm
through Oct. 30.
Grass skiing &
mountain boarding
Sundays starting Oct. 9
noon to 2:30 p.m.
through October 30

Manicure and Pedicure!

^5S»^

for a $28.00
Full set $20
Fill $13

Caribbean Tan
IT'S BACK FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Caribbean Tan

Caribbean Tan

3 Tans in the Basic Beds

5 Tans in the Super Beds

$1000

Open Late
Hours may vary at
participating locations.

- Meagan

California Nails
Bring in this Coupon

I RESORT K?

www.brycere8ort.com

for now Have a fun fall break,
go Dukes, please win.

B o 1

Fall Mountain
Tubing

540-856-2121

football Well, that's all I have

Philadelphia

$2500

Offer good at both Hamsonburg locations

Offer good at both Hamsonburg locations.

Expires 10/31/2005

Expires 10/31/2005

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9am-10pm
Saturday 10am-8pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm
Food Lion Shopping Center

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center

433-9989

438-9880
p^pjpjpJpjejp^p^pBpjpjOBOJpjpjoHpjoeBwi

Looking for a great job?

*^*-s»--'v-

\i

Love community service?

Major credit cards accepted
at participating locations.

^^La

Peps, Pooii Colo, Gorier Cup oad the Popi Globe dmgn on repined nodemorti of PafKiCo.

$

00

m\

IK.

©7005 !»C0 IEU COUP 3439 5

00

2
OFF
l
OFF
Combo Meal i

With Valid Student ID.
(Valid for Combos 1-8 Only)

is

Nachos BellGrande,
I

I

17/31/05. OtiwjMrfMlvn
TACO W* locottom i Ike pooler '
I.K0H..UU..U
I

With Valid Student I.D.

o

Offer oiooroe 12/31 /OS. Offer oood ooiy ol
•orMfotOH TACO Mil.-: locotta lo rb. pooler
IkhoMd. VA oroo. Offer o.dooos Oidm mi
(MOW. rlooM pmeot *is loopor 0)100 entering. Dent ' ■■•-•- Slooi version. Pleoie preieni Ires loupon «hen
Qoocapon per ponon per nit M o/wd •* ony ooW offer. Voidr! 1 ordorin» lirot One coupor per person per mil Noi good with any
(ooM,lr«£,Mlj«odurjdor^eorol»MC^'oderr^ I o*or offer Void if (op*) Iromferred.rev.■K' v. ■ naVrt PJOjliM
Colin
roojel/JOrrxent

I «tri/70* root ©M05 IAC0 IEU COtf 3*3* S

smmLmum

CS-L is the placefor you!
Join a great staff at a great place as a service coordinator for
Community-Service Learning. Hours are flexible. Application for
the Aging Services and Hunger & Housing Coordinator are available
online now and are due back by 4 p.m. on October 26th in Wilson
201. Please see our website at www.jmu.edu/csl or visit us at Wilson
204 for more information.
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IRWIN: Second half of season
HENS: Dukes travel to Delaware
will determine JMU's playoff fate for anticipated conference matchup
IRWIN, from page 9
So last weekend, when JMU
began its toughest stretch of the
year — three conference road
games in four weeks — those of
you who dismissed the game as
an early-season A-10 clash might
have missed the undercurrent.
The winner had the inside track
to the conference's automatic
bid to the playoffs; the loser
got sucked back into the vortex
known as everyone else.
Now I don't mean to be a
little black rain cloud, but .
Five A-10 teams have one
conference loss. Six A-10 teams
have at least a 4-2 overall record. In the next five weeks, the
Dukes will play three teams that

meet either one or both criteria,
and that doesn't even count this
weekend's game at Delaware.
You remember Delaware
.right? The four incomplete
passes, the goal-line stand, everyone stormed the field? Well
this year if anyone's storming a field, it's going to be
at Delaware Stadium, where
the Dukes haven't won since
1994. Think the Blue Hens
aren't sore about not making
this week's top-25 poll (or the
first time since 2002? Think
they won't be geared up for
the team that dethroned them
last season? Think again.
All things aside, the Blue
Hens are 0-3 in the conference

and don't possess the manpower the Dukes have. But things
don't get any easier when JMU
hosts Richmond — and the
conference's most mobile quarterback Stacy Tutt — next weekend, and if the Dukes relax after
that, they'll wake up in Williamsburg in two weeks facing
a William k Mary team itching
for some payback.
So while the Dukes still
have control over their playoff
fate, they'll need to go at least
4-1 the rest of the way to get
there. Anything less could turn
a hiccup and a stumble into the
beginning of a long offseason.
James Irwin is a senior SMAD
major.

CONVO: Juniors return to lead women's
basketball team in 2005-'06 campaign
CONVO, from pagi 9
Other problems for the
Dukes include a frontcourt
that at the end of last season
only included Alexis and junior forward Nina Uqdah
after forward (Crystal Brooks
graduated. However, coach
Brooks made the frontcourt a
priority in the off-season, recruiting three freshmen post
players in forwards Kisha
Stokes (6-foot) and Angelique
Robinson (6-foot-2) and center
Nana Fobi (6-foot-3).
JMU also went the transfer
route, picking 6-foot-2 junior
forward Jennifer Brown from

the University of Pittsburgh and
Jennifer Harris from Perm State
— both of who will have to sit
out this year due to NCAA rules
in regard to transferring between
Division I programs. Both have
redshirt years available.
"We needed post players.
We really needed post players,"
Alexis said. "If s kind of funny
because we have subs now in
practice and for the first two
years, we didn't really have that
luxury."
The Dukes open their season Nov. 18, hosting the Atlantic lCs University of Richmond
in a 7 p.m. tip at the Convoca-

tion Center. JMU also has an
exhibition Nov. 12 when they
host M.l. Express at 6 p.m. at
home.
"This is our year," Alexis said. "All summer, I was
thinking, 1 don't have to be
shy anymore I can just go
out and do my thing, but It's
kind of scary because we only
have two more years left, so
we only have a few more opportunities for that CAA title
and we're just going to go out
there with that killer mentality. We're going to beat ODU.
We're going to beat anyone
who comes at us like that."

STILLWELL: Still setting example for Dukes
STILLWELL.frompage9
Now, Sollwell finds herself
setting the example for a young
squad this season. She began by
earning the Colonial Athletic Association Player of the Week award
in late September averaging a .552
attack rate and 3.17 kills per game,
as the Dukes went £0. She had a
career-best hitting average of .682
against CAA nval the University
of North Carolina-Wilmington. She
also posted another careernigh this
season of 20 kills against Hofstra
University. Sfillwell felt that being

recognized on the collegiate level
was special
for her and
her hometown.
"When I
came here it
wasn't like I
was setting
those kinds
of goals for
myself,"
Still well
said. "It was Versfeld
so cool to get that honor. My town

1

is really small and they ran an article in my hometown newspaper,
so that was kind of special."
Looking back to where she is
today. Still well doesn't take her
spot on the team for granted.
"I remember my first game as
a freshman," Sollwell said. "During the national anthem I was
thinking not everyone gets this
opportunity and it's just incredible to be playing a division one
sport — a lot of people wish they
amid I play at this level) or wish
they had gone for it."

Swin Instructors
^ EMTs
Lifeguards
Safety instructors
Equipment Service Assistants
Fitness Assistants
Adventure Assistants
Group Fitness Instructors
Maintenance Assistant
Trip Leaders
TEAM Fac.htators
Member Services Assistant
Marketing Assistant

1

transferred from the University of Missouri, has thrown for
an average of 204.8 yards per
game and nine touchdowns.
Defensively, Delaware will
look to linebacker John Mul-

...Wre not going to
get used to losing.
- Mickey Matthews
JMU football

hem, who has 57 tackles on the
season and two sack*, \1ulhern
is second in league in tackles.
They also have one of the top defensive linemen in the league in
Tom Parks, who has three sacks.
As far as the Dukes go,
they'll need to continue with
what they've been working on
throughout the season.
"We're fine, we just need to
play, and get better at what we're

doing," Matthews said. "We're
not going to get used to losing.''
While coming off a tough
loss is challenging, the Dukes
have continued to raise their
level of play and are improving
with every game, especially on
the defensive side.
"Kevin Winston and Demitnus Shambley had career games
fat UMassj," Matthews said.
Matthews also said that senior cornerback Clint Kent's
effort as a corner and on spedal twmi hu made a huge
difference. Additionally junior
linebacker Akeem Jordan has
played a vital role in JMU's defense with an interception in
each of his last two games.
"We are a better football
team than we were at any time
last year," Matthews said.
The Dukes will get the
chance to prove that to the Blue
Hens this weekend. Kickoff is
scheduled for noon at Delaware
Stadium in Newark, Del.

mac

Master of Accounting
( allege of William and Maty

Information Session and Reception
Saturday October 2^fh
11:00 a.m.-1:00p.m.
James Room
University Center
College of William & Mary
• Meet MAC faculty members
• Talk with current MAC students
• Learn about our innovative curriculum for
accounting and non-accounting majors
• Take a tour of our beautiful, historic campus

For more information or to RSVP,
call 757-221-2875 or e-mail
MA( a business, wm.edit

APPLICATION 5 DUE TOMORROW!

We are hiring
for the following
positions for m
Spring 2006.

mil nflM it mn //|«MMm
Iktn wW N M iHir wNcitiin
MtHcitMs in du FrMiy. Bettor 2M.

SUMS CM

HENS, from page 9
The running game has been
something that the Dukes have
been able to use to their advantage this season and will continue to work on, although senior
running back Raymond Hines is
still plagued by an injury.
The Blue Hens also have a
strong running game and their
top running back, Omar Cuff,
has rushed for seven touchdowns and 627 yards so far this
season. Cuff leads the A-10 in
all-purpose yards and is second
in receptions /game.
"From what I've seen, he's
the best back in the league,"
Matthews said.
In addition to being a talented back. Cuff also leads the
Blue Hen's in receiving. He has
five touchdown catches and
leads the Hens with 27 total receptions.
Matthews also praised
Delaware's transfer quarterback Sonny Riccio. Riccio, who

cocfrta.il launuft

After School Special
Buy one Get one Free*
rvitli valid Student ID
Limited Time Only!

Mon-Fri 3pm4pni
Downtown Harrisonburg
artfukJodfjor.org
--. ides Appetizers
v.-. &Nor •'■//'.:Beverages
' Offai /.; rl '•/• parties r>f 2 '>< more
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HUver
Rentals
540-438-8800
NOW RENTING for 2006-07!

Southside Auto
Truck & RV
Service
Fall

Major & minor repairs, state inspections,
coach and chassis service on oil
makes & models, warranty work welcome

Special

Cooling System Seruice
o„., $99.95!

Mon Fri8am

exp 10.30.05

Various apartments, townhouses and houses.

www.rinerrentals.com

www.southsideautorv.com

COOL new

Groove/
FRESH MUSIC AT PLAN 9

Safe, conye ient
ifS tests.
If you need lab work done but don't have a doctor in
(he area. Direct Access Testing may be the answer.
DAT makes high-quality, lab testing available directly
to you, without a doctor's order.

George
Harrison &
Friends
Concert lor
Bangladesh

•tt;

2 cdi.l
DVD alto avmilabh'

ALSO OUT - For a Decade of Sin: the Bloodshot box set. Demon Hunter. Randy Travis,
My Life with the Thrill Kill Kult. Destiny's Child »Vs, Bette Midler, Maylene,
They Might Be Giants. Great Big Sea. Sarah Brightman and more!

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
434-9999

xnmmtmmxam

ttlmirl
«m» <tMii m wwinnwu

What A Record
Store Should Be!
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Payment for tests is required in advance and results
are sent directly to you. If you have questions about
your results, please contact a doctor.
Direct Access Testing is available at the following
locations; no appointment is necessary:

What tests can you request?
The list includes:
Pregnancy test

Complete blood count (CBC|
to screen for anemia,
infection or blood diseases
Basic metabolic panel to check
overall health status
Cholesterol
Glucose

RMH Outpatient Center
100 East Grace Street. Harrisonburg

TSH for monitoring thyroid
function

RMH Center for Corporate Health
l"S University Boulevard. Harrisonburg

And morel

iHRMH

For more information about DAT,
contact RMH HealthSource at
433-4580 or 800-433-4580.

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
RMHOnline.com
RMH: We're here for you.

DAT is a health tool, it is not intended to
replace an ongoing relationship with a physician.

It's your LAST CHANCE!
Get Your Yearbook Picture Taken TODAY for the 2006 Bluestone
and be automatically entered into a raffle for a gift certificate to
a local restaurant. There will be one winner EVERYDAY so don't
miss out! This is the last day to get your picture in the yearbook!

!*<>°°<X*><>OC<><>O<X«>O<XXK&>I>IXX>O'M<><^^

Students...
Come by today, October 20th,
between 9 and 5. Pictures will be
taken in Transitions. It's your last
chance to be a part of the awardwinning Bluestone Yearbook!
*OOOC^C^C^OC^OOC<>0000<)OOC*C^OOOOOC^«»00000<>C^OOOO<>X><X)

r

Questions?

5pm

4711 S. Valley Pike
(Behind Smith's furniture)

Group or Individual leases ... YOU choose!

GET THEM WHILE
THEY'RE HOT1

540-433-8434

>oooooooooooooeoooooooeooeooc

*

Irie Bluestone

Contact The Bluestone at x86541 or email imu_bluestone@yahoo.com

A&E

Caile While. Editor
Il.tli Chid, V.1,1.1111 Editor
brrezearts @ Hotmail .< om

arts & entertainment
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Wife' pronounced clinically insane, entertaining

■Y LOLA SIZEMORE
CONTRIBUTING WRTTER

People joke about mail-order brides all the time, but
then again, you have to wonder, do people actually marry
and last this way? "Mail Order Wife" is a dark mockumentary that explores the crazy drama that occurs during a
forced marriage.
The film starts out by introducing a sluggish-looking
Adrian who has a thick New York accent and a desire for
more of a housemaid rather than a wife. Andrew Gurland.
the filmmaker of the mockumentary, quickly becomes more
than just the guy behind the scenes when Adrian crosses
the line with his new mail order bride and she forced to
take cover at Andrew's house. Through multiple marriages, lies and insane diversions, this movie goes from crazy to
clinically insane in a few short hours.
Eugenia Yuan, who plays the mail-order bride 1 i< In
is quite possibly the best actor of the film. Her moments

of where she becomes erratic over wanting to have a
baby can scare any man away from marriage. However,
the moment where she names all of her 30 miniature statues of pigs in the house is by far her best and funniest.
Some parts to the film are just not necessary in the
overall storyline of the film. Directors Huck Botko and
Curland almost committed a great failure by attempting
to have more drama than comedy. The acting of two of
the main characters fortunately leads the film as a success and notable among independent films of this year.
The film, which was produced by Doug Liman (director of "Mr. And Mrs. Smith," "The Bourne Identity" and
"Swingers"), honorably won the Best Independent Feature
Film award of the 2005 Santa Barbara Film Festival. Although there are moments of insanity and social questioning, the film does have some comical points and it you are
a fan of independent films, you will understand all of them
by the end. Plus, there's a great cameo by Jose Canseco that
leaves this film with undoubtedly a great laugh.

"FIERCE & DARKLY FUNNY'
■ Ui:v, wiAf

MAILOkDERWlPE
SoMmtiu mm n nuNCBimw* MHION

* * +

hnoucto ** [>o»< li>
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'Gunshy' of
clean vocals
BY Lot A Sl7EMORF
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The music of The Gunshy is slightly
chilling yet pleasing in the new CD, Souls.
The Gunshy is a one-man band created
by Matt Arbogast, a man who sounds like
he has been smoking too many packs of
Marlboros. Some songs just sounded like
a dead-on impression of Jimmy Durante.
That said, one really has to look beyond
tlu- singing
to see all
what
the
CD really
has to offer.
On most
accounts,
the music
is great and
excellently
put together. Ifs the
hoarse vocals throughout the entire CD that really
ruins the sound listen after listen. For a
guy that once shared a stage with fellow
musician Elliot Smith, he inherited Smith's
expressive and moving sounds. As a songwriter, Arbogast exudes thick and soulful
emotion. Being a Smith fan, it was nice to
see some similarities in The Gunshy's CD;
however, the voice is something he also
should have passed along.
Besides the singing, the rest of the musical quality is very mellow and enioyable.
This is not a CD to rock out to, but you
may actually like The Gunshy's unique
sound, which makes it an excellent CD for
relaxing.

If you think this Is pretty, take a ride
on the chair lift at Massanutten.

Get out and
enjoy the
Shenandoah
Valley
■v Ii ANA BURGER
CONTKIBUVNG WRITER

The city of Harnsonburg might not
scream excitement and intrigue the same
way New York or Boston does; it may not
<1 'Tin i rv up images of nights out on a bustling town or evenings of fine dining and
culture However, Harrisonburg does
have plenty to offer — especially this time
of year, when the surrounding Shenandoah Valley area is at the peak of its seasonal
beauty. There are plenty of places to find
a bit of fall fun without ventunng too far
bom campus.
Layman's Apple Orchard

II YOU have a car, take a tnp to Laym.in's Apple Orchard. Take Interstate 81
South to exit 150B and drive two miles
up Route 220 north to find the orchard.
The large farm sits on the right side of the
road and offers a wide range of activities to fill a beautiful fall afternoon. The
farm opens at 5 p.m. Fridays and 10 a.m.
Saturdays and is open both days until 10
p.m. Sundays, the orchard opens at noon
and closes at 6 p.m. General admission is
$7.50 and gives eager outdoors enthusiasts access to .. corn tunnel, country -.ionhay jump, hay ride, pumpkin paten and a
pick-your-own-apple orchard.
Shenandoah National Park

There is no better way to immerse
oneself in the fall colors of Virginia's trees
than a hike in Shenarfdoah National Park.
Less than a 45-minute drive from campus
along scenic Route 33, students can drive
right into the middle of 105-mile-long
Skyline Drive, a highway spanning the
length of the national park. Within a 15minute drive of the entrance are several
hikes of varying difficulty that provide
excellent views of the surrounding mountains and valleys. The Bear Fence Hike,
a mere 8/10 of a mile round-trip walk,
opens to a 360-degree view of neighboring peaks and valleys. The South River
Hik.1 brings one to the South River Falls,
a 2.6-mile walk that takes one through the
colorful forests and ends in a spectacular
l km o( the falls. For those who enjoy
the outdoors, there is no better way to
experience fall in Virginia than on a hike
through the Shenandoah forests.
Lohr'i "Pick Veur Own PymaUn"

Lohr's "Pick Your Own Pumpkin" is
located off Interstate 81 at Exit 257 and
|ust south on Route 11. The farm boasts
an impressive five acres of pumpkins and
20 different varieties. Corn mazes, hay
tunnels, ■ petting MO and tumble tubes
nisi .i lew of the other activities offered at
this tamily-owncd farm. Photo opportunitu-s are set up all around the farm, making for some unique Webshots opportumlu's with tnends. The farm is open for
fall activities through the first weekend of
November.

mmWlm**mim9Q

—I Trips

Interested in getting outdoors during this beautiful time of year but not
really into hikes or climbs? Blue Ridge
set FALL, page 14

It's fun to play
with pumpkins
■v

ILANA BURGER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CASEY TCMPLfcTONttfluof phiioxrapher

what a HOKES
Medical Arts exhibit plays with images of human anatomy
■v COREY NELSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITtR

Beauvais Lyons is for real, although his work
may not be. Lyoas is a visibng professor of art and
director of the Hokes Archives from the University
of Tennessee, where he has been teaching since 1985.
Lyons works in the field of archeological fiction, creating supposed artifacts from imaginary cultures.
Oct. 17, Lyons gave a presentation in Duke Hall to
introduce his show.
Lyons, an avid scholar of ancient cultures, combines this interest with his master pnntmaking abilities to evoke provocative, critical and somewhat political thoughts.
Lyons says the way we choose to look and perceive things can have a great impact on what we
choose to believe is real.
"Parody is an effective way for political/social
reform," he said.
Lyons himself has utilized parody by creating
cultures such as his Aazudians, Apasht and Arenot,
in an archaeological way, much like an exhibit of a
real culture. It is a way, Lyons claims, to "playfully
undermine aspects of culture." His current work
took him about eight years to complete. "Hokes
Medical Arts" is part of Lyons's continuing studio
work on various forms of academic parody.
Hokes, pronounced "hoax," is a series of 25
prints that appear to be authentic images of abnormal or diseased human anatomy. Lyons hopes
that his show will inspire a "gross-out effect" and
have people comparing the "grotesque and the
beautiful."
The Hokes archival images appear as a collection of scientific drawings, similar to what would

appear in a medical journal. They give an appearance of realistic detailed studies of human anatomy, even though they are not actually real. The
show itself embodies the sense of authenticity with
how the drawings are printed. They are presented in a straightforward, non-stylized form, even
down to the detail of the nameplates next to the
images reading like a caption, for example "dissection plate #37."
Some students had mixed feelings about the
show. Junior Jessica Sharp found the series to be
"fascinating." Sharp, in reference to Lyons' seventh "Oxford Medical Review," found his work
to be highly successful. "He made the parody
fun and poked at how we tend to look at what's
given and take it, even though it might not make
sense," she said.
Junior Scotty McGee did not share these same
feelings.
"1 did not feel the show is as attenbon-grabbing
as I was expecting," McCee said. "This show is not
quite as effective. I expected more after the lecture."
Though interesting, the show is a bit of a let
down if you don't know that it's a parody from
the start. Without attending the lecture that explains the exhibit, the viewer is left with nothing
but a nameplate next to the print. To be successful
at parody, tne audience needs to know the context
of the art, and that seems to be lacking in this exhibition.
This is one that you just have to see to believe.
Keep that in mind as you visit the show, which will
be on display in Sawhill Gallery through Nov. 10.
Gallery hours are noon to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 2 to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Admission is free.

You're not Cinderella, so the chances
of that big pumpkin your got at the pickyour-own pumpkin patch turning into a
big golden carriage to take you to the ball
are slim. Although you're not straight out
of a fairy tale, there are plenty ot things to
do with your pumpkin to help spice up
Halloween and fall season
Jtd.-0-Unttnw

Chances are, the front of your hall or
apartment building could use a bit of holiday decoration. How about carving your
pumpkin into a jack-o-lantern?
Begin by cutting off the top of your
pumpkin. Use a long, sharp knife to cut a
small circle at an angle around the stem.
Using the stem as a handle, remove the lid
and discard the seeds and pulp in the center. Scrape the inner fruit until the pumpkin wall is approximately one inch thick.
Be sure to perform these steps on a spread
newspaper for easy clean-up.
Tne art of carving a pumpkin has
evolved from the simple and traditional
two-triangle-eyes-and-a-mouth
design
to intricate scenes and words carved and
sketched onto the fruit. According to fackO-Lmtern.com, this is achieved through
the use of patterns. Countless patterns are
available for print on the Web site. After
printing the design of choice, tape it to the
pumpkin and use a pen or knife to lightly
trace the outlines of the pattern onto the
pumpkin. Upon removal of the template,
there should be a light etching to follow
when carving begins.
Use a long, skinny, sharp knife to carve
the selected areas from your pumpkin. For
Crofessional results, you can buy a pumpn knife kit When you have removed all
the cut-away areas, hie down any uneven
or lagged cuts with a nail file. Insert a tea
light candle into the inside bottom of the
jack-o-lantern and replace your lid, lining
up the tooth to place the lid in the correct
position. Turn off all the lights to enjoy your
twinkling handiwork.
For a healthy snack to munch on and
a great way to recycle the pumpkin seeds
from your jack-o-lantem, remove all the
seeds from the pulp taken from the center
of the pumpkin. Rinse the seeds for approximately a minute in a collander and pat dry
with paper towels. Meanwhile, melt two to
three tablespoons of butter in a small
see PUMPKINS, page U

CASEY TVMPLETOWsenior photographtr

TOP: Beauvais Lyons's exhibit, entitled "Hokes
Medical Arts." Is on display In Sawhill Gallery
through Nov. 10.
BOTTOM LEFT: The artist gave a presentation on his
artwork In Duke Hall Oct. 17 to a crowded audience.
He says the way we perceive things has a great
impact on what we believe Is real.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Two of his works displayed on the
wall In Sawhill Gallery. The exhibit, which parodies
artifacts from Imaginary cultures like Aazudtan,
Apasht and Arenot, Is supposed to provoke the audience to compare the "grotesque and the beautiful."

CASEY TCMPLFTON/wn"" rhotowaphtr
Pumpkins are great for decorating your
apartment and make a tasty snack.
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PUMPKINS: Get creative with festive fruit

Bikini Thrill

nJMMUN$>fromp*pU
MUOHMII. Once tha butter .-•
completelv inched, add the
dean seedi and rimnM t*>r
«ib*uit five minutes, making
*>ur<' Mdl Ned is OOafeed in butter. I in.1 >t cooldc shtvt with
tin foil tfld spread the seeds in
an even Liver aGrOM the p.in
Sprinkle with two parts cinnamon, one p.irl BUAV to tattC and
bake at 290 decrees Fahrenheit
tor about 3tl minutes, or until
the Mede turn a h^ht golden
brown and the butter is pretty
much absorbed. Serve in little
bowk fior fiflgef tiH>d at parties or
carry them around for personal
maddnfl

ftead Painted pumpkins have
gained new populanty in areas
where its warm vear-round
and pumpkins rot too quickly
to carve Start bj thoroughly
. leaning the area of the pumpkin vou wish to paint. Anv tvpe
of paint besides water colors
will work well m painting the
Jesired pattern on the skin of
the (rutt When the paint lias
dried completely CM bat to
embellish the pumpkin further
by gluing other decorations on
such as feathers, pipe cleaners,
leaves and sequins. I his decoration will last much longer
than a jack-o-lantern.

Painted Pumpkins
Perhaps you .ire concerned
about the longevity ot your
carved pumpkin — which will
begin to ml within five dayi
— and would prefer to decorate without cutting into the
fruit. Paint your pumpkin in-

The Best Pumpkin Pie
A more advanced chet may
be looking for a bit of a challenge
when it comes to cooking pumpkins I his pumpkin pie is a quick
version ot an old favorite. Purchase two pre-made pie crusts
as well as three eggs, a can of

pumpkin, half and half, granulated sue.ar. brown sugar, pumpkin pie spue and ground Kb
Start by pre-heabng your oven
to 400 degrees Fahrenheit. Beat
the eggs together and divide into
two bowls. Brush the crusts with
halt the eggs and bake for four
minutes. In the meantime, mix
the rest of the eggs, the can of
pumpkin, one and a half cups of
half and half, half a cup of granulated sugar, half a cup of the
brown sugar, one and a half teaspoons of the pumpkin spice and
one teaspoon of the ground ginger together until well-blended.
Pour the pumpkin mixture into
the prepared crusts and bake tor
15 minutes. Turn the oven heat
down to 350 degrees Fahrenheit and bake for another 40 to
45 minutes, or until a toothpick
inserted into the center of the
pie comes out dean. Cool completely and serve with whipped
cream and vanilla ice cream.

FALL: Find your favorite outdoor spot
FALL, from page 23

Angler, located conveniently on South Main Street
m Marnsonburg, will provide vou with the equipment, training and location for great flv-hshing
on the Shenandoah River and in Virginia's Spring
Creeks. According to the Web site, beginner classes are given in a one-on-one or one-on-two setting
to give the beginner the benefit of close observation. Blue Ridge Angler also can provide information about great locations to catch manv vaneries
of fish around the valley. Call (540) 574-FISH for
more information on class times and equipment
rental prices.
Musamitten Scnic Chair Lift MOM
At nearby Massanutten peak an outdoors
enthusiast can experience beautiful fall scenerv
brought right to them without hiking a step. For the
reasonable price of $5, board one of Massanutten's
chair lifts for a 90-minute round-trip ride fo the
peak of Massanutten. From the chair, one can view
the surrounding mountains and villages as well as

the vibrant colors of trees on the mountain. There
is a 36-inch height requirement for riders and onlv
closed shoes are permitted. Throughout the month
of October, the lifts are open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Sundays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Meaatahi Bike Toura of ttw Sluaaedoah Natteaal Fereet
Looking for a challenging workout along with
great views of the Shenandoah region? Shenandoah Mountain Touring will lead you on mountain
bike rides throughout the Shenandoah National
Park. Plan your own custom ride or choose from
one of many tour options including camping accommodations and food. Shenandoah Mountain
Touring has seven experienced guides as well as
bike rental opportunities. Established tours run for
beginners as well as more advanced riders. If an
athletic look at Virginia's beautiful fall scenery is
something that interests you, certainly look into
Shenandoah Mountain Touring, located right here
in the 'Burg.

hats

WHAT'S (rOIN'^
in the 'Burg
this
weekend!
ON, JOHN?

EVIN SHOAP/«nlor/./>«o«ra(>*,r
Sophomore Jasmins Smith w.i on. of the 24 participants In the first-ever "Swlmiurt
Calendar Competition" sponsored by JMaddy.com and R. Productions. In MM competition, which took place this past Tuesday at Malnstreet Bar and Grill. (Iris were
judged on a seal* of 1 to 10 on presence and poise, outfit selection and appearance.

^ LEISURE
•Gold Crown Billiards will be hosting an 8-BallTournament starting at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday. Oct. 20.

' There will be live music at the Artful Dodger on Thurs-

• The Shenandoah Mountain Bike Club will be holding its
Thursday "Night Rides" on Oct. 20. Check out shenemdo

day. Oct. 20.
• Jimmy O will be performing a collection of classic fa-

ohmountainNkec/ubcom for more information.
eThe Shenandoah Mountain Bike Club is holding

vorites at Finnigan's Cove on Thursday, Oct. 20.
' Greg Ward Project, three reggae musicians, will be

"Friday Six-Pack Downhills." Meet at the Food Lion

performing at Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co, on Thurs-

on Route 42 at 3 p.m. for exciting downhill mountain

day, Oct. 20.

biking fun.

500,000

l{ TUNES

• The Pub will be hosting Karaoke Night on Thursday,
Oct. 20.

e Cups To Go will be holding a free yoga class on Saturday, Oct. 22 at 10:30 a.m.

»Shady Potato will be performing at Dave's Downtown
Taverna on Thursday, Oct. 20.

eThe Shenandoah Mountain Bike Club will be doing work
on the local trails on Saturday, Oct. 21 Help maintain the

< William Walter will be performing at Finnigan's Cove

trails in George Washington National Forest Meet at the
Food Lion on Route 42 South at 9 a.m. and give a litde

on Friday, Oct. 21.
i La Pupuseria will be holding College Night hosted by

back to the forest that gives us so much.

DJ Hypnotiq on Friday. Oct. 21. Bring your JAC Card
to get in free. Specials from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Twenty Thousand Titles •

Over 50 Categorie

including Literature. Drome, Poetry. General Fiction Mystery ( Suspense
American t World History, Sociology Psychology, SerWelp, Travel. Sports, Fitness.
Musk History, Audio Books. Religion leforence. Education. Childrea loelct.
Cooking Business, leodership and much more.

SHOP

• Adelyn will be performing at The Pub on Friday. Oct.
20.

• Located at 2192 Green Valley Lane in

ML

Crawford,

to 7 p.m. through Oct. 23. For more information, call

Iron Lion will be performing at Dave's Downtown Tav-

1-800-385-0099.

erna on Saturday, Oct 22.
1

La Hacienda will be hosting Latino Night — a mix of
mix of Latino music featuring salsa, merengue, bachaca,

C 'Idee

Today thru Oct 23
1M-7 PM

p.m for a $5 cover charge on Saturday, Oct. 22.

the Green Valley Book Fair is open daily from 9 a.m.

All 60% to 90% off retail

Open Only During Scheduled Dotes from

i The Novelties will be performing at Cups To Go at 8

1/ sun in s X GYNECOL0OV

Doily

reggae, cumbia and hip-hop — on Saturday, Oct. 22.
> There will be live jazz music at Luigi's Downtown Pizza
Co. on Saturday, Oct. 22 starting at 10 p.m.
' La Pupuseria will be hosting Latin Girls Parry Night on
Saturday, Oct. 22 from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
> The Southside Future Squad, a progressive jazz group

Regional

from Richmond, will be performing at The Little Grill

Spttiai Interest

Omgmthe
foiKt
t, (-'■ h|0M
(»fko*er)

**",

on Saturday, Oct. 22

floyr-c*or
Mernerrm
kyPM

l Mia Jones and special guest County Farm will be performing at The Pub on Saturday. Oct. 22.

HekMth.tr

< The Artful Dodger will be holding an open DJ night on
Sunday, Oct. 23. Bring your own vinyl!

I SI SKI

GWy'5.00

Oary 'J.00

i La Hacienda will be hosting International Night — mu-

Only'6.00

sic from around the world — on Sunday, Oct. 23.

DIRECTIONS

fail our wesrte lot a wit /rsflnp o' fides

Conveniently loctmd 15 mmrtes south ol
JMU Take I 81 south to eiit 740; turn east
on Id 68U «lih lor the signs

www.gvtookfar.com/jrnu
lOwMKts Uled
arrive eeriy In beu Martian )

Complete Office Gynecology
e birth control planning & morning after
•pap smear evaluation A treatment!

Green Valley

8OO«385-0099

BOOKFAIR
2 192 Green Vo.Hey Ln., Mt. Crawford, VA 22841

• STD testing

Other Services
• spa products

Green Wiley

WIN a '250 BOOKFAIR Shopping Spree
InleojOot vMd**»lerm.M«
yew reree & address 1 drop it Mo
tie on el o*ta checkout area during
our October leek Far opening lOcl. I
ikri 13, 200S. '■• to In) lie

•noeiel be selected ThrSh^p-g V-^Io^h.~,l»*s,(-.,k^*,^.^l.l,ul»*JW
tec* lues lion December TOOS rhu December TOO* Priie coneol be oichenged lie nsh Employees
toHOOSIoiolGieievolty look for ueinoegele OuMoolmiwg dependent on nun** of eetrm

recened

• ft M treatment!
• laser hair reduction

miner.il make-up by tolorescien* | •
weight loss/cellulile control •
skin disorder treatments*

»„

eurchoie eecessor o. Only one entry pu
(*,
household Partial, illegible or
mw+m km 1 be ewotM »« he 11 u ever to X. One OTWIU selected* October

%u$ erne Vark

•complete gynecological exam

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"

Set a. 2ni
£TM-;V

Offi

Call (540) 437-1296

Offer Expires 10-27-2005

i-.,im;in
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

nnW-nlVw-n- .'.T\-Y)17

56 E. Wolfe St.

CLASSIFIED
For Rent

polenlial.
Training
Ext 212

AIRBRUSH IATTOO ARTIST and
Bumper Car Attendants wanted Flexible
hours. Seasonal and year-round as ailable.
Starting
pay
$7.5O-8.50/hr
Visit
wwwmamUndcom (540) 607-6670

WE PAY UP TO J75 per survey.
www.GelPMidToThink.com

I MM KM SCI I) Kllll l< l„t riding
pnvilcgcsin exchange for work 833-2311.

GET PAID TO THINK! Make S75 taking
online surveys www.CaahTitSpanJ.com

JMl! I'ROI I SSI IK 1 Ml Rill SSI I KS
person for housework and light sard
work 58 00 per hour Call 434-8096

TUTOR Local family seeks dedicated
individual, with strong educational
background, college degree preferred,
to work with middlc-to-high-school-age
student in-home, after school or early
oomng Goal; lb improve knowledge.
specifically in
math
&
science.
Commensurate per hour wage. Call 540437-0620 Of fax resume to: 437-0623.

Services

Help Wanted

ROOM FOR UNI lot jprinj icmoter!
7 gnat Chmliar girls looking for ■
housemate! Main Si.. Icu than 5 miunltj
from campus!! 1349 • ulililies. Call
Corey for more info (804) 920-2368
2-HKDROOM APARTMENT on firarlan
Slrcel Walking distance, utilities paid.
j*50Vmomh Now available K28-IMM
SPRING SUBLEASE NEEDED 2BR,
2BA in Madison Manor. )rd Door with
vnullcd ceilings and fans, fireplace,
obscenely
spacious
rooms,
fully
furnished. S32Vmonth. e-mail Lauren
at delacrimajmu cdu I7S7) 618-3526
LARGE IBR APARTMENT, Ciood
location with W/D. AC.
No pets.
Available 11/11 $475. (540)433-1569

HARIINDIMi'
No experience
provided 18001

JJMIdav
necessary
965-6520

M IDA PLACE TO LIVE? 2 rooms in
Pheasant Run available Spring Semester.
4 bedrooms. 2 other girls January rent and
utilities free Call Erin at (757) 813-0046
M HI BABE
APT.
NOW
THRU
JULY! Room available ASAP! Hunters

Ridge
S25uVmonth
Call Greg at
(540) 683-9595 or pcMtgm>#jmu cdu
SPRING SUBLEASE Female'needed
$199 per month, end unit, I'hcasanl
Run. Please e-mail ackcrmea.niniu edu
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JMU STUDENTS...
SUBLEASE AVAILABLE SPRING 06
560 Pheasant Run'
Room available
Spnng 06. May and June session,
(iuy or girl okay, pets okay S315/
month, Internet included' Call Richard
(301) 922-2605 email stncvan jmu edu

THE BREEZE

ENJOY FALL BREAK!!

Remember, there will be no
Monday Issue of The Breeze

$600 Group Fundraiser
Bonus
4 hours of your group's time
PI I IS our free (yes. free.
fundraising programs KOI Al s
$l.000-$3,000 in earnings for your
group.
Call TODAY for up to $600 in
bonuses when you schedule \our
fundraiser with Car.>pu>|-unu'raiser
< ontact CampusT undraiser
(888)92J-323KorviMt
www. ctunpustundraiscr a mi

next week.

Grab Thursday's Issue

GUITAR LESSONS Over 15 years
experience Snidcmdiscounts)S40M13-6468

or visit www.thebreeze.org
to catch up on
all the latest JMU nawsl

FEMALE MODELS NEEDED for
photography portfolio work. Experience
preferred, but not required. Compensation
negotiable
Please e-mail
Richard
tincsrauijmu.edu i»r call (301) 922-2409

MRU/I < I \SSII II |)S' I he Brcc/c
Claused ads are the perfect way to
reach JMU students, faculty, & starT! (Isc
this inexpensive and effective method
to sell items, sublease your apartment.
find a local job. and even plan a spring
break trip! For one low price, your ad will
appear in the print edition of The Breeze
trt IM a week as * ell as online' Visit www.
tbebreeze org to place your ad today!

HWJW-77H

SPRING BRKAK Early booking specials
FREE meals & beverages. $50 deposit,
group discounts, call I-800-2M-7007

rtewm Bhn n
rV;a Boi

-

—»

■

Itw fcw;e

www.endlesssummeriours.com

1

SPRING I1RI \k HI PS M.I 1)1 I) io
promote campus trips" Organize a small
group - earn cash and free travel M 800376-1252 wuu \pnngfrrcjkdircctcom

3

1"

Bolwcbe

I h*iMngDr«»|

CANCUN. ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
from $499'
Travel with America's
largest & SMM sjejajtaAesjej paring
break company! Hy scheduled airli
ttck- IIUMIS. bsfsnps, bluest celebnty
parties' On-campus marketing reps
needed! PrumoCodc II Visit our site:
www SpnngHreak Travel com otaW
I -800-678-6386
or
1-919-968-8887
SPRING HRIAK WEBSIT1 I
Low price guaranteed
lice meals
A panics Hook M people, get 12th
trip free! Group discounts for 6www. SpnngBreakDiKounU com
or
*, LeisureTours. com or 800-838-8202
BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
(III HK1IY CRUISE! 5 days from
$299! Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with celebrities As seen on Real World.
Road Rules! On campus reps needed!
H N u SpnogBreikTravel com
Pn.muCodc:31.Ca.l 1-800-678-6386
Look In 77ie? Breeze for Spring
Break Ideas!
We feature plenty of
advertisers that will help you
book and plan your spring vacation

The Japan Exchange and TeooSing froo/am
• TeooS English to Japanese youth in the pubik schools
• Work in local government offices
• Experience the Japonese culture
• Gain international experience
JET offers: year-long paid positions, roundtrip air
transportation to Japan, health insurance, training
and more!
Application deadline: November 29, 2005
For more information or to apply on-line, visit our
website, www.Ms.emb-jafKM.90.jp and click on
the JET M.

® TOYOTA

"4QO OFF
ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
-

■NOT All CUSTOMERS Will QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLFD TOYOTA'
MODE;$ THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES SEF 0EA1ER FOR DFTAIlS COLLEGE
GRADUATE PROGRAM IS S &JE
HANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME.

® TOYOTA
buyatoyota.com ^

NACPHER80N STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION
AM/FM/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS
1.8-LITER 170 HP ENGINE
SIDE ROCKER PANELS
38 NPG HWY

= YOUR NEW CAR
A8 SHOWN

H7.360

<tf> TOYOTA

'EPA ESTIMATED MPG FOR 2005 COROLLA S MODEL 1812 4 SPEED AUTO ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY "MSRP FOR 2006 SPORT MODEL 1812 EXCLUDING TAX, TAGS AND LICENSE FEES DEALER SETS FINAL PRICE
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FLEX
SPOTLIGHT

NEIV
I0CJM0N
COM/NO

Use your JAC
Off-Campus!
Until our NEW LOCATION is open, please
stop by our Harrlsonburg Crossing location
(across from the new Wal-Mart)

i

AREA BUSINESSES:
Are you ready to make
the most out of your
FLEX machine?
Contact The Breeze to
be featured in our
FLEX Spotlight!

568-6127

(540) 442-7200
FREE DELIVERY!
(Minimum Required • Limited Delivery Area)

OPEN
LATE!

NEW HOURS:
CLOSED MONDAYS
Tu#»-Thur»: 11am - 1am
Friday: 11 am-2am
Saturday: 12pm-2am
Sunday: 12pm- 1am

OPEN
LATE!

Please excuse our new hours as we work
on our new location to better serve you I

Menu & Updates On Our New Location Found On

GoLookQn.com
______

Find the
Qioi
$10,000

JX.SU

$1 a.aoa

win the $$!
g SHHEHSKSN

Listen for clues on 0101 100.7FM
4 times each weekday
at 8am, Noon, 4pm & 8pm

rebsitc

ql01.valleyradio.com
Narrow the search.

tfMQJ&ZRrfrW*/^

